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1.0

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

1.1

Background and Introduction

This document is an Expanded Environmental Assessment Form (EAF) which describes and
evaluates the potential environmental impacts of a set of amendments to a development
project that has received Town Board approvals and is presently under construction. The
project changes involve:
1. Modifying the proposed use of the thirty-seven (37) residential townhome units to
include use for “hospitality” purposes (motel/resort) pursuant to Town Code;
2. Modify a conditional easement for waterfront access to become a permanent easement
for public access to the Shinnecock Canal frontage of the project site rather than having
the easement become effective only when access to the Metropolitan Transit Authority
(MTA) to the north and Suffolk County land to the south is arranged; and
3. Modifying the water supply improvements of the Hampton Bays Water District (HBWD)
to the Town/HBWD preferred method of providing an interconnecting conveyance
supply line across Shinnecock Canal.
Each of these modifications will be discussed further herein. The impact analysis contained
herein provides additional information related to several proposed changes in the proposed
project to assist the Town Board as lead agency in a decision regarding the requested changes
to the MPDD. The original approved project was the subject of a complete SEQRA (State
Environmental Quality Review Act) review process conducted by the Southampton Town Board,
which included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

DEIS initially submitted to Town Board in November 2012.
DEIS accepted as complete on June 25, 2013.
Town Board public hearings on the DEIS on August 13, September 10, and December 10,
2013.
FEIS submitted to Town Board on May 7, 2014.
FEIS accepted as complete on October 16, 2014
Findings were issued on January 12, 2015 (see Appendix A).
The MPDD was approved on January 13, 2015 (see Appendix B).
This action and the overall conduct of the SEQRA review were challenged in an Article
78 proceeding in the NYS Supreme Court (Shinnecock Neighbors v. Town of
Southampton, Index Number 15-8276) resulting in a decision by Hon. Mark D. Cohen,
which focused on one issue warranting further study; to ensure that a “hard look” had
been made in regard to water supply and fire flow issues.
Supplemental EIS required by Town Board on July 25, 2017
Supplemental DEIS submitted on August 18, 2017.
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•
•
•

Supplemental DEIS accepted as complete on September 26, 2017.
Supplemental FEIS submitted to Town Board and accepted as complete on December 6,
2017.
Supplemental Findings were issued on December 19, 2017 (see Appendix C).

This document will provide the Southampton Town Board with complete information to assess
the potential impacts of the proposed project changes, in order to determine if any of the
changes would result in a significant adverse environmental impact. This will in turn allow the
Town Board assess if any further information is warranted under SEQRA. 1 Finally, this allows
the Town Board to take a “hard look” at the proposed changes and enable it to reach an
informed decision on the proposal.
1.2

Summary of Project Changes

The following describes the proposed changes in more detail (detailed discussions of the
potential impacts of each are provided in Sections 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0, respectively).
1. As described, discussed and analyzed heretofore in the SEQRA process, the 37
townhomes proposed on the eastern side of the canal (on the “Eastern Properties” of
the MPDD) were to be owner-occupied as residential homes independent of the CPI
operation. The proposed project would change this type of occupancy to include
temporary occupancy as part of the overall CPI hospitality facility operation in a motel
or resort-type use. This change would allow these units to operate more in
conformance with the type of use associated with a motel or resort-type of operation
that was the reason the site had been zoned in the Resort Waterfront Business and the
Motel districts prior to the MPDD. This change will also complement the Canoe Place
Inn portion of the MPDD which is nearing completion of the rehabilitation of the Inn and
five (5) cottages to the west of Shinnecock Canal.
2. The Findings Statement had specified that the residential area on the eastern side of the
canal would include a canal side walkway for public access and usage, as follows:
The applicant will provide a conditional passive public easement along the
property’s entire frontage of the Shinnecock Canal (i.e., extending from the southern
property line adjoining Montauk Highway right-of-way to the northern property line
adjoining the MTA property). The easement is considered conditional in that it will
become effective at such time the Town secures the adjoining public easement
connections over the MTA and Suffolk County locks property. A covenant will be
required to this effect.
1

A Supplemental EIS is only required if the changes to the proposed project would result in a significant adverse
environmental impact (6NYCRR Part 617.9 (A) (7). If no adverse impacts are expected a Supplemental Findings
Statement or a Negative Declaration may be used to finalize the SEQRA evaluation of the project changes.
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However, the Town has been unsuccessful in obtaining the easements from the MTA
and Suffolk County that are necessary to provide for a continuous public walkway as
described above. Therefore, the Applicant seeks to amend the above requirement by
removing that part that makes provision of the public walkway dependent on first
obtaining two adjacent easements, so that the Applicant would provide a public
walkway without these connections; the on-site public walkway would be provided on a
single easement limited to the site, without external connections. An area for public
parking is already established and set aside within the site for visitors. The easement
plan for the interior of the site and connections to public space is provide at the end of
this document (Araiys Design; Hampton Boathouses; Easement Plan; EP-1, 2; revised
12/07/2021).
3. The proposed project would change the water supply strategy associated with the
MPDD that was evaluated in the Court Order, the Supplemental EIS and the
Supplemental Findings Statement. In those documents, the MPDD would have the
Applicant fund improvements to one of the existing interconnection vaults between the
SCWA and HBWD (at a cost of $203,500). For this work, an initial 10% payment
($20,350) was made to the Town. The proposed project will, in contrast, leave the
interconnection vaults intact, and fund the installation of a new pipeline (to connect the
SCWA and the HBWD) across the Shinnecock Canal by the HBWD. The funding provided
by the Applicant will be redirected to this pipeline installation.
The applicant’s proposed modifications to the MPDD are included as Appendix D.
1.3

Environmental Assessment Input

The applicant had the opportunity to discuss the proposed project as a discussion item during a
work session with the Town Board on December 2, 2022. Planning staff assisted with
presenting the project history and proposed changes and the applicant outlined their plans for
the Hampton Boathouses as a hospitality use. Town Board input recognized the benefits of
supporting tourism and synergies between the Canoe Place Inn and the Hampton Boathouses
as well as the significant benefit of expanded public access along the Shinnecock Canal
waterfront in combination with the parking, access and south platform that were provided for
in the original approved plans for the MPDD. The establishment of the water supply
conveyance pipe across Shinnecock Canal was also recognized as being consistent with the
preferred water supply alternative consistent with the Supplemental EIS. The Town Board
expressed the need for additional analysis as related to tax revenue, traffic and land use
aspects of the change in the Canal Property use to include hotel-type units. This document
provides the requested environmental assessment which may be used for decision-making with
respect to the proposed change in the Canoe Place Inn, Canal & Eastern Properties MPDD.
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2.0

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

2.1

Hospitality

2.2.1 Potential Tax Revenue/School District Impacts
The MPDD which includes the Canoe Place Inn, Canal and Eastern properties is expected to be a
significant tax revenue generator. Based on Table 1-3 of the Final EIS (October 2014) for the
MPDD, the Canal Property was a large part of the tax generation projections associated with
the proposed project (77%); however, the CPI Property and the Eastern Property did account
for approximately 23% of the total tax revenue for the overall project. The CPI Property and
the Eastern Property will be subject to final assessment by the Sole Assessor and will remain a
portion to the tax revenue generation for the overall project. The summary table of the tax
revenue breakdown across the three (3) properties as presented in the Final EIS is provided
below:
Table 2-1
SUMMARY OF KEY FISCAL FINDINGS
Fiscal Parameter

CPI Property

Existing Tax Revenue Generation
Total Residents
School-Aged Children
Total Estimated Assessed Valuation
Projected Total Tax Revenue
Hampton Bay UFSD
Library District
Suffolk County
Town of Southampton
Hampton Bay Fire District
Other Local & Special Taxing Jurisdictions

$79,732
0
0
$11,167,216
$167,832
$128,535
$5,528
$2,245
$15,612
$8,364
$7,549

Canal
Property
$95,599
97
3
$41,178,231
$618,868
$473,961
$20,383
$8,277
$57,567
$30,842
$27,836

Eastern
Property
$4,917
0
0
$1,377,200
$20,698
$15,852
$682
$277
$1,925
$1,032
$931

Totals
$180,249
97
3
$53,722,647
$807,398
$618,348
$26,593
$10,798
$75,104
$40,238
$36,317

Source: Project data provided by R Squared Development LLC; Analysis by Nelson, Pope & Voorhis, LLC.

Only the taxes associated with the 37 townhouse units would be subject to change due to the
proposed project, as the uses and yields of the remainder of the project would not be changed
by the proposed project.
The Sole Assessor of the Town was contacted for information pertaining to the change in tax
revenue associated with the change of the 37 townhouse units to hotel-type units for overnight
accommodations. The Assessor provided a letter dated December 9, 2021 which provides
updated tax assessment and revenue information related to the Hampton Boathouses portion
of the project under both townhome and hotel use scenarios (Appendix E).
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The letter states the following:
As per your request, the estimated assessment/tax implications for changing the Boathouse
Townhouses residential use to Hotel Resort use is listed below. Please note, that in order to
provide you with the most adequate assessment methodology, several methods of
appraising hotels was considered. It was determined that the rent per number of bedrooms
be used in this instance as shown in item #1 under the Income Capitalization Approach.
Local hotel rates were applied in my analysis and adjusted accordingly based on the location
and amenities.
As a means to support the assessment based on the number of rooms, I also valued the
property using the rents on a per unit basis as shown in item #2. As you can see, this
resulted in similar valuations. Rents used for this approach consisted of rental listings in the
local area of 2 & 3 bedrooms homes and cottages consisting of similar type amenities.
For each of these valuation approaches, a vacancy rate for both peak and non-peak seasons
of 15% and 65% respectively were applied. A 70% expense rate was also used in both
approaches. Also included in this tax impact is the proposed market value of the 37 unit
Townhouses.
Income Capitalization Approach
1. Rents based on the # of rooms:
101 rooms @ $450 per night peak and $250 non-peak season
Total Assessed Value: $18,514,895
Estimated Annual Tax: $291,568
2. Rents based on the # of units:
10/ 2 BDRM @ $1,000 per night peak season
10/ 2 BDRM @ $300 per night non-peak season
27/ 3 BDRM @$1,200 per night peak season
27/ 3 BDRM @ $500 per night non-peak season
Total Assessed Value: $15,166,895
Estimated Annual Tax: $238,845
Market Value Approach
1. Based on individual market value of 37 Townhouses:
Total Assessed Value: $48,276,000
Estimated Annual Tax: $760,240
In review of this information, the projection based on units is the more conservative
assessment and is also more reflective of the type of use and rental approach that will be used.
As a result, the values based on number of units is used for further analysis. This information
can be used to distribute taxes to individual tax jurisdictions as follows (Table 2-2):
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Table 2-2
TAX REVENUE DISTRIBUTION

Projected Townhouse vs. Projected Hotel Unit Revenues
Tax Jurisdiction/
Tax Rate/Revenue
Total: School Tax
Hampton Bays School
Hampton Bays Library
Total: County Tax
Suffolk County
Total: Town Tax
Southampton Town - General
Highway
Police
Emergency Dispatching - e911
Zoning
Out of County Tuition
Total: Other Tax
New York State Real Property Tax Law
New York State MTA Tax
Hampton Bays Fire District
Hampton Bays Lighting District
Hampton Bays Water District
Hampton Bays Ambulance District
Hampton Bays Park District
Hampton Bays Parking District
TOTAL: ALL TAXING JURISDICTIONS

Current Tax Rate
(per $1,000 Assessed
Valuation)
12.0050
11.5100
0.4950
0.2010
0.2010
1.3980
0.3950
0.3660
0.5270
0.0490
0.0560
0.0050
1.4250
0.0710
0.0070
0.7490
0.0530
0.2260
0.2750
0.0260
0.0180
15.0290

Projected Tax
Revenue Townhomes
$607,271
$582,232
$25,039.51
$10,168
$10,167.56
$70,718
$19,981.02
$18,514.06
$26,658.23
$2,478.66
$2,832.75
$252.92
$72,083
$3,591.53
$354.09
$37,888.07
$2,681.00
$11,432.18
$13,910.84
$1,315.21
$910.53
$760,240

Projected Tax
Revenue - Hotel
Units
$190,787
$182,920
$7,867
$3,194
$3,194
$22,217
$6,277
$5,817
$8,375
$779
$890
$79
$22,646
$1,128
$111
$11,903
$842
$3,592
$4,370
$413
$286
$238,845

Change in
Tax Revenue
-$416,485
-$399,312
-$17,173
-$6,973
-$6,973
-$48,500
-$13,704
-$12,697
-$18,283
-$1,700
-$1,943
-$173
-$49,437
-$2,463
-$243
-$25,985
-$1,839
-$7,841
-$9,540
-$902
-$624
-$521,395

Percent of
Total Tax Base
- Current
79.9%
76.6%
3.3%
1.3%
1.3%
9.3%
2.6%
2.4%
3.5%
0.3%
0.4%
0.0%
9.5%
0.5%
0.0%
5.0%
0.4%
1.5%
1.8%
0.2%
0.1%
100.0%

Note: Based on tax revenue projection provided by Town of Southampton Sole Assessor per letter of 12/09/2022 and the property tax bill distribution.
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Based on Table 2-2, there is a deficit of $521,395 per year in total tax revenue when comparing
the assessment of townhomes versus assessment of hotel units. In order to have no change or
potential impact on tax revenue as compared to what was analyzed in the Final EIS and in part
relied on by the Town Board in reaching their decision on the MPDD change of zone, the tax
revenues of the proposed project should equal that which was anticipated based on the tax
assessment of townhomes.
In order to offset the potential decrease in tax revenue that may occur as a result of the
conversion of the 37 townhomes to include hotel-type units, the applicant intends to offer a
Payment in Lieu of Taxes (PILOT) to the Town of Southampton. The applicant will provide
scheduled PILOT payments which would equal the difference in tax assessment between the
revenue anticipated for townhomes as compared with the revenue to be provided for the hotel
units. As noted in Table 2-2, this difference is $521,395 annually, by way of example.
It is noted that with respect to schools, the proposed project will eliminate any permanent
residential use of the site, so that no school-age children (or any residents at all) will be present.
Thus, potential enrollment and/or fiscal impacts on the school district would not be expected.
More importantly, while the Hampton Bays School District will not receive any school-aged
children, revenue will be available to the school district through PILOT payments. As a result,
the change in the proposed project, combined with the PILOT is a beneficial change to the
school district, which will not incur the cost of education for school-aged children that may
reside within the development.
It is anticipated that the usages of public utilities (e.g., water use, wastewater and solid waste
generation, and energy) for the proposed project would be similar to those of the approved
project; while the unit sizes will not change, the units may not be occupied throughout the
year, resulting in less demand on utility services. As for emergency services, there would be
little difference in the potential need for emergency services such as police and fire protection.
Based on the analysis presented herein, there is no adverse impact related to the change from
townhomes to include hotel-type units. There is a net fiscal benefit with respect to the school
district which will incur less educational costs.
2.1.2 Trip Generation
The change in the proposed project from townhomes to include hotel-type units would result in
a change in vehicle trip generation. Trip generation is the measure by which traffic impacts are
determined. The Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) publishes a Trip Generation Manual
which is now in the 11th edition, released in September 2021. The manual has land use codes
for various uses, and includes vehicle trip generation for AM and PM Peak hours and Saturday
Peak hours. The land use code (LUC) for townhomes is 220, and the LUC for hotel rooms is 310.
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The two (2) uses were analyzed for trip generation based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual for
the applicable land use codes. Table 2-3 presents the results of this analysis and Appendix F
includes the trip generation worksheets.
Table 2-2
COMPARISON OF TRIP GENERATION
Approved Project vs. Proposed Project

Time
Period
Weekday AM
Peak Hour
Weekday PM
Peak Hour
Saturday
Midday Peak
Hour

Distribution
Enter
Exit
Total
Enter
Exit
Total
Enter
Exit
Total

37 Townhouse Units
(ITE LUC 220)
8
26
34
23
13
36
8
7
15

37 Hotel Rooms
(LUC 310)
10
7
17
11
11
22
17
14
31

Change in Trip
Generation
+2
-19
-17
-12
-2
-14
+9
+7
+16

Source: ITE Trip Generation 11th Edition
As shown in Table 2-2, the hotel use will have less vehicle trips during the morning and
afternoon peak hours and greater trip generation during the Saturday Peak hour. Morning
peak hour trips will be reduced by 17 cars, and afternoon peak hour trips will be reduced by 14
cars. Less vehicle trips during weekdays is a benefit of the change to include hotel-type units.
This reduces traffic on the roads during travel to work periods which is important and
beneficial. Saturday/Weekend traffic patterns may change depending on a variety of
conditions including seasonal tourism, weather conditions, recreational activity centers and
procurement of goods and services. The minor increase of 16 vehicles is not expected to have a
significant traffic impact given the conditions, the low number of vehicles and the traffic
improvements and analysis completed for the EIS process when the MPDD was approved.
In addition, the hotel use will be operated in coordination with the Canoe Place Inn which will
provide dining services within walking distance. The hospitality use will also feature concierge
services and transportation opportunities to key recreational locations and downtown areas of
Hampton Bays and Southampton. Guests of the Hampton Boathouses are not expected to
travel to the south fork and Hampton Bays to spend time in their vehicles, particularly since
there is an attractive setting at the hotel with a pool, clubhouse and views of Shinnecock Canal,
dining within walking distance, coordinated activities associated with the Canoe Place Inn that
may involve weddings and parties that use both facilities, and concierge opportunities for travel
to local destinations. As a result, it is expected that there will be less reliance on car travel for
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guests staying at the resort. It is also noted that hotel visitation would be expected to decrease
during winter months and so year-round activity at the site (including traffic) would be reduced.
On balance, the traffic impact associated with the change from townhomes to include hotel use
is expected to be reduced. Less vehicles will travel the roads on weekdays, and the ITE
projected small increase in Saturday peak hour traffic will be variable and potentially reduced
as a result of the amenitized nature of the Hampton Boathouse resort. For the purpose of this
analysis, no significant adverse traffic impacts are expected with respect to the change from
townhomes to include hotel-type units at the subject site.
2.1.3 Land Use, Zoning and Plans
Land Use - The proposed project would permit a change in the type of land use of a portion of
the overall project to one that more closely conforms to those of its neighbors along the
Shinnecock Canal, to include a commercial hotel resort use. This pattern of land use reflects
the site’s prior RWB and MTL zonings as discussed herein. The buildings and amenities will be
the same as the approved project, and are for the most part already constructed. As a result,
from a land use standpoint, there is no significant change in the use of the land other than it
will function as a hospitality use. Land use will be changed to allow expanded public access to
the waterfront which is a public benefit of the project and is consistent with Town land use
goals for Shinnecock Canal. As noted, weekday traffic generation will be less and Saturday
traffic generation will be marginally increased which will be offset by concierge transportation
services, walkability and synergistic activities with the CPI.
It is noted that the Land Use section of the Town Findings Statement of January 12, 2015
(included as Appendix A) provides the following statement:
The uses and access contemplated with this zone change along with the park
improvements will set the stage for additional revitalization in the remaining RWB
districts and the Town Board remains committed to facilitate additional water
dependent and enhanced uses that can be coordinated with this MPDD into a cohesive
whole. By putting these critical pieces into play at this juncture, the Town Board seeks to
have Hampton Bays and the Town of Southampton benefit as a world-class resort
destination.
This statement remains true and the proposed project continues to support the Town’s intent
for the Shinnecock Canal planning and study area. The Maritime PDD will promote water
access, water dependent and enhanced uses, and will most certainly support the resort aspects
of this world-class destination through conversion of the townhome use to include hospitality
use which is intended by the Maritime PDD. Overall, no adverse land use impacts are expected
with respect to land use based on the change of use to include hospitality.
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Zoning - As the project site has been rezoned to MPDD (and construction is currently
underway), the proposed project will require that the MPDD Local Law be revised to allow the
use of the site to allow overnight accommodations as a hotel/resort. However, this type of use
was supported by the site’s prior zonings, as well as the zoning and land use pattern that
currently exists along the Shinnecock Canal. The modification to allow hotel/resort use of the
property remains consistent with the area surrounding the site. Similar to land use discussed
above, the zoning of the subject site as a Maritime PDD will be supported through the change
from townhomes to include hospitality use. The purpose and objectives of the MPDD
applicable to this site is as follows:
(a) Purpose and objectives.
(a) Canoe Place Inn, Canal and Eastern Properties Maritime Planned Development
District (CPICEMPDD) has been structured to accomplish the findings, purpose and longterm goals established by the Town Board as part of Article XXVI, Planned Development
District, of Chapter 330 of the Town Code and those established for a Maritime Planned
Development District (MPDD). The CPICEMPDD also supports implementation of the
Town’s Comprehensive Plan, particularly the goals, findings, policies and recommended
actions. Specific Comprehensive Plan objectives achieved by the CPICEMPDD are as
follows:
[1] Protect valuable natural, historic and scenic resources.
[2] Maintain the existing nature of the local economy, while working to enhance the
diversity of the economy for the future, particularly in the areas of tourism and the
second-home industry by protecting the Town’s character and quality of place.
[3] Devise strategies to maintain the historic character of the Town’s hamlets and
rural areas, with an increased emphasis on protecting historic landscapes and
settings as well as individual structures.
[4] Focus future visitor promotion on the shoulder seasons and on attractions that
do not substantially increase summer peaks. Further, focus this investment on the
western half of town, where there is a greater need for tax ratables and business
center revitalization.
[5] Promote small-scale overnight accommodations such as B&B’s, inns and
conference centers that will provide amenities without substantially increasing
visitation.
[6] Enhance the Town’s cultural offerings and the prestige and enjoyment of the
Town’s historic, architectural and scenic features.
[7] Promote architectural, signage, lighting, landscaping, sidewalk and streetscape
design improvements consistent with Town of Southampton beautification
objectives.
[8] Alleviate traffic on the CR 80 (Montauk Highway) corridor by providing significant
roadway improvements as designed by Suffolk County Department of Public Works.
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The proposal to provide overnight accommodations is specifically noted under [5] above, and is
in keeping with the legislative intent for this district under a hospitality use. Therefore, the
change is in keeping with the zoning intent for the subject site and no adverse environmental
impacts are expected as a result of this change.
Land Use Plans - The following is a listing of the land use plans and studies evaluated in the
SEQRA process that contained recommendations that apply to the project and/or to the project
site.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shinnecock Canal Public Access Sites and Maritime Planned Development District (1997)
Town Comprehensive Plan Update (1999)
Long Island South Shore Estuary Reserve Program, Comprehensive Management Plan
(2001)
Town of Southampton Community Preservation Project Plan (April 2005)
Hampton Bays Corridor Strategic Plan (Revised July 2010) and Draft GEIS
Peconic Estuary Program (PEP) Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan
Long Island’s South Shore Bayway-Strategic Implementation & Marketing Plan Final
Report
NYS Coastal Management Program
Suffolk County Comprehensive Water Resources Management Plan (Draft Update 2014)

The SEQRA reviews indicated that the approved project would conform to the applicable
recommendations of these plans. As the proposed project would only cause a change in the
nature of the 37 townhouse occupancy (and to include a hotel/resort use that is more in
keeping with that of its neighbors than the approved project, and as recommended in the
above plans), it is expected that the corresponding potential for impact to these
recommendations would be reduced for the proposed project compared to the approved
project. The proposed project supports tourism plans and public access goals for the
Shinnecock Canal area as envisioned in studies dating back to 1997, and continues to support
more recent Town goals for enhancement of resources, water dependent/enhanced use, public
access, tourism, economic activity and related planning and environmental goals since the that
time. Based on the analysis and supporting information contained herein, the change from
townhome to include hotel use is not expected to have an adverse impact with respect to land
use plans, and is completely consistent with the goals of these land use plans.
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3.0

WATERFRONT ACCESS EASEMENT

The intent of the modification to the MPDD with respect to waterfront access is outlined in
Section 1.0 and a waterfront access Easement Plan is included as an attachment (Araiys Design;
Hampton Boathouses; Easement Plan; EP-1, 2; revised 12/07/2021). The proposed project will
enable the public access walkway to be provided immediately, which would not be achievable
at the present time under the approved project, as the approved project would not allow for
this public benefit unless and until the Town could first obtain the two easements from Suffolk
County and the MTA for the waterfront public walkway to be implemented. However, the
Town has not been able to obtain the necessary easements from these parties to make a
continuous public walkway from north to south along the canal. With the proposed project,
the Applicant will provide the Town easement on the project site as depicted on the
accompanying plan.
The walkway would extend along the west side of the subject property along the Shinnecock
Canal, from a public access viewing platform overlooking the canal at the south end of the site.
From this area, the walkway would extend northward using a ramp to a floating dock, then to a
ramp on the north part of the floating dock to a continuation of the walkway above the
bulkhead. This walkway will extend north to the west of the townhouse units and pool area,
then turn east to access the marina area. The walkway will extend along the marina, and in the
south-central part of the marina, stairs will lead up to a deck overlook. From the deck, an
internal sidewalk will lead to sidewalks along the west side North Shore Road within the road
right-of-way.
The benefit of this feature is to provide a free and accessible recreational and aesthetic
resource to the public that does not require Town funding to construct. The walkway permits
public access to the waterfront of Shinnecock Canal. Provision of this public recreational
resource will conform to recommendations given in several of the land use plans and studies
addressed in the SEQRA process (see Section 2.1.3), as well as to the Findings Statement.
The above indicates that the potential impact of the proposed project (specifically, the
amendment to allow for the easement within the site to be implemented without first
obtaining the two abutting easements) would be beneficial in nature, as it would enable a
valuable public recreational resource to be constructed earlier than it would otherwise be
allowed. As a result, this modification to the MPDD will not result in any significant adverse
environmental impacts, but will provide a substantial benefit in conformance with sound
planning, land use plans, public access goals, and general public viewing, access, use and
enjoyment of the waterfront of Shinnecock Canal.
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4.0

HAMPTON BAYS WATER DISTRICT

As noted in Section 1.0, the proposed project would change the water supply strategy
associated with the MPDD that was evaluated in the Court Order, the Supplemental EIS and the
Supplemental Findings Statement. In those documents, the MPDD would have the Applicant
fund improvements to one of the existing interconnection vaults between the SCWA and HBWD
(at a cost of $203,500). In support of this work, the Town Board authorized the Town
Supervisor, as a Commissioner of the HBWD, to execute an agreement with the Applicant to
fund the necessary fire flow interconnection improvements. An initial 10% payment ($20,350)
was made to the Town (see Appendix G). The proposed project will, in contrast, will leave the
interconnection vaults intact, and fund the installation of a new pipeline (to connect the SCWA
and the HBWD) across the Shinnecock Canal by the HBWD. The funding provided by the
applicant will be redirected to this pipeline installation.
The following text from the DSEIS, the FSEIS and the Supplemental Findings Statement
summarizes the history of this process.
DSEIS (August 2017)
Introduction
This document is a Draft Supplement to the Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) for a
project that has received zone change approval from the Southampton Town Board. The
proposed project is known as “CPI, Canal & Eastern Properties Maritime Planned
Development District” and was the subject of a Draft and Final EIS, as well as the
subsequent Town Board Findings Statement, per the New York State Environmental Quality
Review Act (SEQRA). After completion of the SEQRA review process, the project was the
subject of a lawsuit brought to the New York State Supreme Court by local residents
opposed to the project. While the suit was ultimately decided in favor of the respondent
Town Board, Justice Mark D. Cohen’s decision directed that one issue that had not been
fully addressed in the EIS be addressed in the form of a supplement to the EIS. This
document is the response to that requirement.
Description of the Proposed Action
In a report prepared by H2M for HBWD consideration, a potential issue was identified,
described and analyzed with respect to the district’s ability to serve the proposed project
and still meet the water service needs of the area and maintain sufficient system integrity
to address fire flow needs. The following has been taken from this report:
Final Conclusions & Recommendations:
The analysis performed show that the District can supply the proposed Canoe Place Inn
and Canal Properties developments with the requested estimated domestic demand
with minimal effects on the existing District facilities. However, the District cannot meet
the estimated fire flow demands on the east side of the canal without additional
facilities.
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Subsequent to the H2M report, the HBWD and SCWA discussed a solution to the question
of water service and fire flow in the area, wherein an existing interconnection between
these two suppliers would be improved, so that emergency needs of the HBWD would be
addressed. This would obviate the need for the HBWD to otherwise address this problem on
its own. These discussions yielded a solution which would be preferable to the options
evaluated in the H2M report: to improve the existing interconnections between the HBWD
and SCWA and use water from the SCWA to assist the HBWD in addressing this issue, as
follows
SCWA is willing to allow Hampton Bays Waster District (HBWD) to upgrade the existing
manual interconnections for automatic operation for use as a back-up supply in an
emergency. There is adequate supply for this purpose in the SCWA Southampton service
area which feeds these connections.
A letter from H2M then notified the Applicant that the HBWD and SCWA have determined
how to address the water supply/fire flow issue:
The SCWA has agreed to the upgrade with the following conditions:
1. Both interconnections will need to be metered.
2. A hydraulic control valve will be installed at each location that will automatically
open and close the valve based on pressure in the system.
3. The meter and valve will need to be located within a below grade concrete vault
within the shoulder of the roadway.
4. Vault shall be accessible for maintenance
5. A by-pass of meter and valve shall, exist to enable the District to feed SCWA.
As all of the improvements associated with the proposed action will occur inside existing
belowground interconnection vaults (located in the rights-of-way along Montauk Highway
and Oakhurst Road), no clearing, grading or excavations will be needed.
The Applicant will fund the work, H2M will prepare the utility improvement application to
permit the work, the Suffolk County Department of Health Services (SCDHS) and SCWA shall
review the application and be responsible for issuing the necessary approval, and the HBWD
will perform the work.
Anticipated Impacts
Water Service
The proposed action is designed and intended to preclude an adverse impact to the HBWD
from a potential shortfall in public water supply for domestic use and fire flow.
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Such a situation would occur if the district’s public water supply system in the area east of
the Shinnecock Canal were to be overtaxed. The proposed action will enable the HBWD
system to be supplemented with water from the SCWA system, which would enter the
HBWD system through either or both of the interconnections, should this be necessary.
Thus, the proposed action would not cause an adverse impact on the public water supply
system, but would be a beneficial impact on it, by expanding and enhancing the HBWD’s
ability to provide adequate emergency water supply in this area.
Proposed Mitigation
Water Service
The proposed action represents a significant mitigation measure with respect to the public
water supply system, in that it is designed and intended to correct a low-pressure situation
experienced by the HBWD during peak demand periods, and obviate a potential adverse
impact on the ability of the HBWD to provide adequate water supply and emergency fire
flow in the area east of the Shinnecock Canal.
SFEIS (December 2017)
The DSEIS provided complete information to address the issue of water supply and fire flow
as related to the HBWD and the proposed development as directed by the court decision
and consistent with SEQRA. The content of this Final SEIS and the issues on which it focuses
is dictated by the court decision, conformance to which ensures that the requisite “hard
look” has been taken. The proposed solution to the water supply/fire flow question
represents the optimum way to address this issue, as it balances factors such as cost,
simplicity, reliability, and reductions of construction time, complexity, and public
disturbance, and is the method recommended by the HBWD.
Supplemental Findings (December 19, 2017)
Relevant Project Impact Discussions and Findings:
Water Service
The proposed action is designed, intended and expected to preclude an adverse impact to
the HBWD from a potential shortfall in public water supply for domestic use and fire flow.
Such a situation would occur if the district’s public water supply system in the area east of
the Shinnecock Canal were to be overtaxed.
The proposed action will enable the HBWD system to be supplemented with water from the
SCWA system, which would enter the HBWD system through either or both of the
interconnections, should this be necessary.
Finding 3. The proposed action would not cause an adverse impact on the public water
supply system, but would be a beneficial impact on it, by expanding and enhancing the
HBWD’s ability to provide adequate emergency water supply in this area.
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Construction-Related
It is acknowledged that construction-related impacts may occur as a result of the proposed
action, however, such impacts are mitigated to the maximum extent practicable as
demonstrated in the DEIS and FEIS.
As each of the two existing interconnection vaults are sites in the ROWs for Oakhurst Road
and Montauk Highway, no clearing, grading or excavation will be necessary to install the
proposed improvements. All work associated with the proposed action will take place
within these vaults. As such, there will be no impacts to any vegetation or soil material, and
no impacts associated with the presence of earthmoving equipment will occur, such as
equipment movements, equipment operational noise, engine emission odors, dust raised
from excavations and truck loading, and increased risk on pedestrian safety. As no
earthwork is proposed, no provisions for erosion control, noise control or dust control are
anticipated to be necessary or implemented. The Applicant will fund the work, H2M will
prepare the utility improvement application to permit the work, the SCDHS and SCWA shall
review the application and be responsible for issuing the necessary approval, and the HBWD
will perform the work.
It is expected that all construction-related activities will occur in close proximity to these
vaults, which are accessed through a single grade-level hatch. Trucks for delivery of parts
and equipment will be parked off the roadway adjacent to these hatches (worker vehicles
would be parked farther away); it is not expected that any lane closures will be necessary,
though appropriate warning signs and/or traffic cones may be placed along the roadways
upstream of the work site, to enhance driver and worker safety and convenience. An
estimate of the length of time that these installations will take is not presently known with
precision, though it is not expected to take more than 1 or possibly 2 days.
Because the duration and spatial extent of the construction process are limited, the
potential impacts that may be experienced by each site’s neighbors are likewise anticipated
to be limited. It is expected that construction activities will not occur outside weekday
daytime hours (7 AM to 5 PM), and will conform to applicable Town regulations regarding
construction noise generation and hours.
Short-term construction impacts may cause some temporary inconvenience to local
residents and/or passing drivers, but implementation of proper site construction
management techniques, as well as the short-term nature of the work, will minimize these
impacts.
Finding 4. The action is routine and relatively minor, is of short duration and will be
completed during daytime weekday hours. Proper construction management techniques
will be observed and no significant adverse impacts are expected due to construction.
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The DSEIS stated the following with respect to the then-proposed improvements to the
interconnections:
SCWA is willing to allow Hampton Bays Waster District (HBWD) to upgrade the existing
manual interconnections for automatic operation for use as a back-up supply in an
emergency. There is adequate supply for this purpose in the SCWA Southampton service
area which feeds these connections.
Based on our recent meeting the following is the preliminary scope and basic SCWA
requirements. There are two interconnections on the east side of HBWD’s service area to be
upgraded. One is on Oakhurst Rd., and the other is at the intersection of Hillover Rd., East,
Peconic Rd., and Montauk Hwy. Both interconnections would be upgraded by HBWD with
6” or 8” automatic pressure regulating valves (PRVs) which would open to supply HBWD at
a pre-set pressure when needed.
Each valve will have a meter which SCWA will furnish. The meter will have an ERT for
remote meter reading via our AMR system. The valve/meter should be housed in a “DT201” style vault large enough to permit access to service them. The vault should be located
out of the travel lane on the shoulder of the ROW. There should also be a bypass gate valve
around the PRV/meter to maintain the two-way manual interconnection we currently have.
SCWA will maintain the PRB and meter. HBWD and SCWA would coordinate
setting/commissioning of the valves based on HBWD requirements.
The proposed project would leave the existing interconnection vaults intact, and in addition,
install a pipe across the Shinnecock Canal that will connect the distribution network of the
SCWA to that of the HBWD. The size, location of crossing, and the locations of the pipe
connections on either side of the canal will be determined when detailed engineering plans are
prepared by the combination of the SCWA and the HBWD. As noted in the Supplemental
Findings Statement, the applicant will fund the work (up to the $203,500 established for the
prior interconnection plan), H2M will prepare the utility improvement application to permit the
work, the SCDHS and SCWA will review the application and be responsible for issuing the
necessary approval, and the HBWD will perform the work.
With respect to Town Board actions related to handling of funds for the improvements,
Appendix H contains a copy of Town Board Resolution 2019-1091, which authorizes the Town
Comptroller to establish an escrow account for the improvements for the Low Pressure Fire
Flow Water Supply Agreement, and authorizes the Town Comptroller to deposit three checks
from the Applicant to the HBWD, totaling $151,150, for the work.
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The proposed project will change the planned infrastructure improvements needed to address
fire flow capacity off the HBWD from those described and analyzed in the DSEIS, FSEIS, and
Supplemental Findings Statement to what was considered a preferred alternative previously.
Specifically, the proposed project will not upgrade the two exiting interconnection vaults, but
will participate in funding installation of a new conveyance pipe that will cross the Shinnecock
Canal, connecting the distribution networks of the SCWA and the HBWD. It is noteworthy that
Finding 3 stated that the ”… proposed action would not cause an adverse impact on the public
water supply system, but would be a beneficial impact on it, by expanding and enhancing the
HBWD’s ability to provide adequate emergency water supply in this area.” Further, Finding 4
indicates that no significant adverse impacts would be expected from the construction process
associated with those improvements. While the nature of the improvements of the proposed
project would differ from those previously reviewed, it must be noted that the revised
improvements would involve only the installation of a pipe across the Shinnecock Canal, with
connections at either end to the existing networks of the SCWA and HBWD. Generally, the
anticipated impacts of these two improvements scenarios would be similar in extent and
intensity, so that no significant change in impacts would be expected.
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5.0

SUMMARY AND FINDINGS

This section provides a summary of the potential impacts based on Sections 1.0 through 4.0 of
this Expanded EAF.
5.1

Summary of the Proposed Action

The action involves a modification of the Canoe Place Inn, Canal & Eastern Properties MPDD.
The elements of the project are outlined in Section 1.0 and the proposed MPDD Local Law is
provided as an appendix. A summary of the proposed action is provided below:
1. Modifying the proposed use of the thirty-seven (37) residential townhome units to
include use for “hospitality” purposes (motel/resort) pursuant to Town Code;
2. Modify a conditional easement for waterfront access to become a permanent easement
for public access to the Shinnecock Canal frontage of the project site rather than having
the easement become effective only when access to the Metropolitan Transit Authority
(MTA) to the north and Suffolk County land to the south is arranged; and
3. Modifying the water supply improvements of the Hampton Bays Water District (HBWD)
to the Town/HBWD preferred method of providing an interconnecting conveyance
supply line across Shinnecock Canal.
5.2

Anticipated Impacts & Benefits

5.2.1 Tax Revenue
The change from townhomes to include hospitality is expected to result in a decrease in tax
revenue. The Town Assessor has provided an analysis based on townhomes and hotel units
which quantifies this expected decrease. The applicant agrees to provide a PILOT to offset the
differential in tax revenue from townhomes to hospitality.
With respect to schools, the proposed project will reduce the residential use of the site. Thus,
potential enrollment and/or fiscal impacts on the school district would be reduced or
eliminated. More importantly, while the Hampton Bays School District will not receive any
school-aged children from the hospitality use, revenue will be available to the school district
through PILOT payments. As a result, the change in the proposed project, combined with the
PILOT is a beneficial change to the school district.
It is anticipated that the usages of public utilities (e.g., water use, wastewater and solid waste
generation, and energy) for the proposed project would be similar to those of the approved
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project; while the unit sizes will not change, the units may not be occupied throughout the
year, resulting in less demand on utility services. As for emergency services, there would be
little difference in the potential need for emergency services such as police and fire protection.
Based on the analysis presented herein, there is no adverse impact related to the change from
townhomes to hotel-type units. There is a net fiscal benefit with respect to the school district
which will not incur any educational costs.
5.2.2 Traffic
The hotel use will have less vehicle trips during the morning and afternoon peak hours and
greater trip generation during the Saturday Peak hour. Morning peak hour trips will be reduced
by 17 cars, and afternoon peak hour trips will be reduced by 14 cars. Less vehicle trips during
weekdays is a benefit of the change to hotel-type units. This reduces traffic on the roads during
travel to work periods which is important and beneficial. Saturday/Weekend traffic patterns
may change depending on a variety of conditions including seasonal tourism, weather
conditions, recreational activity centers and procurement of goods and services. The minor
increase of 16 vehicles is not expected to have a significant traffic impact given the conditions,
the low number of vehicles and the traffic improvements and analysis completed for the EIS
process when the MPDD was approved.
In addition, the hotel use will be operated in coordination with the Canoe Place Inn which will
provide dining services within walking distance. The hospitality use will also feature concierge
services and transportation opportunities to key recreational locations and downtown areas of
Hampton Bays and Southampton. Guests of the Hampton Boathouses are not expected to
travel to the south fork and Hampton Bays to spend time in their vehicles, particularly since
there is an attractive setting at the hotel with a pool, clubhouse and views of Shinnecock Canal,
dining within walking distance, coordinated activities associated with the Canoe Place Inn that
may involve weddings and parties that use both facilities, and concierge opportunities for travel
to local destinations. As a result, it is expected that there will be less reliance on car travel for
guests staying at the resort. It is also noted that hotel visitation would be expected to decrease
during winter months and so year-round activity at the site (including traffic) would be reduced.
On balance, the traffic impact associated with the change from townhomes to include hotel use
is expected to be reduced. Less vehicles will travel the roads on weekdays, and the ITE
projected small increase in Saturday peak hour traffic will be variable and potentially reduced
as a result of the amenitized nature of the Hampton Boathouse resort. For the purpose of this
analysis, no significant adverse traffic impacts are expected with respect to the change from
townhomes to hotel-type units at the subject site.
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5.2.3 Land Use, Zoning and Plans
Land Use - The proposed inclusion of a commercial hotel resort use of a portion of the overall
project conforms to those of its neighbors along the Shinnecock Canal. This pattern of land use
reflects the site’s prior RWB and MTL zonings as discussed herein. The buildings and amenities
will be the same as the approved project, and are for the most part already constructed. As a
result, from a land use standpoint, there is no significant change in the use of the land other
than it will function as a hospitality use. Land use will be changed to allow expanded public
access to the waterfront which is a public benefit of the project and is consistent with Town
land use goals for Shinnecock Canal. As noted, weekday traffic generation will be less and
Saturday traffic generation will be marginally increased which will be offset by concierge
transportation services, walkability and synergistic activities with the CPI.
The proposed use is in complete conformity with the Town Findings Statement of January 12,
2015 (included as Appendix A). This statement remains true and the proposed project
continues to support the Town’s intent for the Shinnecock Canal planning and study area. The
Maritime PDD will promote water access, water dependent and enhanced uses, and will most
certainly support the resort aspects of this world-class destination through conversion of the
townhome use to include hospitality use which is intended by the Maritime PDD. Overall, no
adverse land use impacts are expected with respect to land use based on the change of use
from townhomes to include hospitality.
Zoning - The modification to allow hotel/resort use of the property remains consistent with the
area surrounding the site. Similar to land use discussed above, the zoning of the subject site as
a Maritime PDD will be supported through the change from townhomes to include hospitality
use. The proposed use is consistent with the purpose and objectives of the MPDD applicable to
this site.
The proposal to provide overnight accommodations is more in keeping with the legislative
intent for this district under a hospitality use. Therefore, the change is in keeping with the
zoning intent for the subject site and no adverse environmental impacts are expected as a
result of this change.
Land Use Plans - The SEQRA reviews indicated that the approved project would conform to the
applicable recommendations of numerous land use plans prepared for the subject site and
area. As the proposed project would only cause a change in the nature of the 37 townhouse
occupancy (and to a hotel/resort use that is more in keeping with that of its neighbors and as
recommended in the above plans), it is expected that the corresponding potential for impact to
these recommendations would be reduced for the proposed project compared to the approved
project. The proposed project supports tourism plans and public access goals for the
Shinnecock Canal area as envisioned in studies dating back to 1997, and continues to support
more recent Town goals for enhancement of resources, water dependent/enhanced use, public
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access, tourism, economic activity and related planning and environmental goals since the that
time. Based on the analysis and supporting information contained herein, the change from
townhome to include hotel use is not expected to have an adverse impact with respect to land
use plans, and is completely consistent with the goals of these land use plans.
5.3

Findings

The applicant prepared this document to inform the Town Board as lead agency of the issues
anticipated to be of concern during their review. The information and analyses contained
herein will be used by the Town Board to determine the environmental significance of the
proposed project. This report describes the environmental setting of the subject site and an
assessment of the importance of the various anticipated impacts of the proposed project on
the site’s and area’s resources. Potential areas of concern are discussed in detail and no
significant adverse environmental impacts have been identified.
Review of this document is crucial in determining the importance of the impacts, which
determination is to be based on the following criteria established by SEQRA for the format of an
Expanded EAF:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Probability of the impact occurring,
The duration of the impact,
Its irreversibility, including permanently lost resources of value,
Whether the impact can or will be controlled,
The regional consequence of the impact,
The potential divergence from local needs and goals,
Whether known objections to the project relate to this impact.

The environmental review process is a balancing process. The proposed project conforms to the
local land use pattern, complements and incorporates appropriate environmental design, and
will create hospitality opportunities in an area slated for this use. The project will also provide
public access to the waterfront of Shinnecock Canal and will ensure that water supply needs in
the area are addressed with the preferred method. The project will have positive benefits in
terms of decreased school aged children, providing permanent access to the waterfront, water
supply and hotel-type use to complement existing uses in the area. As substantiated by the
descriptions and analyses in this document, the potential adverse impacts of the proposed
project will not be significant and will be localized such that no regional impacts are expected.
Based on the descriptions and analyses contained in this Expanded EAF, it is respectfully
submitted that no significant adverse impacts are expected to occur and, as a result, a Negative
Declaration or Supplemental Findings would be appropriate for the proposed modifications to
the approved MPDD.
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APPENDIX A
FINDINGS STATEMENT, Canoe Place Inn (CPI), Canal
& Eastern Properties Maritime Planned
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Town Board, Revised 01/12/2015
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APPENDIX B
NOTICE OF ADOPTION IN CONNECTION WITH A
LOCAL LAW TO CHANGE THE ZONING DISTRICT OF
PARCELS IDENTIFIED BY SCTM NUMBERS: 900-207-5-3 & 4; 900-204-4-22,1, 23, 24 & 25; AND 900-208-2-18.1
FROM RESORT WATERFRONT BUSINESS (RWB) AND MOTEL BUSINESS (MTL) TO ‘CANOE PLACE INN (CPI), CANAL
& EASTERN PROPERTIES MARITIME PLANNED DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT (CPICEMPDD), HAMPTON BAYS

Town Planning Resolution 2015-60, 01/13/2015

Southampton Town Board
116 Hampton Road
Southampton, NY 11968

ADOPTED
TOWN BOARD RESOLUTION 2015-60

Meeting: 01/13/15 01:00 PM
Department: Long Range Planning
Category: Local Laws
Prepared By: Janice Scherer
Initiator: Janice Scherer
Sponsors: Supervisor Anna Throne-Holst
DOC ID: 21579

Notice of Adoption In Connection with a Local Law to Change
the Zoning District of Parcels Identified by SCTM Numbers:
900-207-5-3 & 4; 900-207-4-22.1, 23, 24 & 25; and 900-208-218.1 from Resort Waterfront Business (RWB) and Motel
Business (MTL) to ‘Canoe Place Inn (CPI), Canal & Eastern
properties Maritime Planned Development District
(CPICEMPDD)’, Hampton Bays
WHEREAS, on February 23, 2012, the Town Board of the Town of Southampton received a
formal application for a Change of Zone to allow a Maritime Planned Development District
(MPDD) on several properties in Hampton Bays; and
WHEREAS, the application requests the re-zoning to facilitate the redevelopment of the
Canoe Place Inn (CPI) site (SCTM No’s: 900-207-5-3 & 4), as well as the neighboring Canal
Property, which consists of four parcels located directly east of the Shinnecock Canal and
north of Montauk Highway (SCTM No’s: 900-207-4-22.1, 23, 24 & 25), and an Eastern
Parcel, which consists of a single parcel located east of North Shore Road (CR 39), and
north of Montauk Highway (SCTM No. 900-208-2-18.1); and
WHEREAS, specifically, the proposal seeks to rezone (I) the CPI and Canal properties from
their Resort Waterfront Business (RWB) designations to MPDD, and (ii) the Eastern Parcel
from Motel Business (MTL) to MPDD; and
WHEREAS, the proposed redevelopment of the CPI site includes renovating the historic CPI
building for use as an inn with 20 units, a catering facility with a 350-person maximum
room occupancy, a 70-seat restaurant with a 20-seat bar area and 120-seat outdoor
seating, and the renovation of the five existing cottages on the property for extended stay
non-residential guest units; the Canal Property is proposed to be redeveloped with a
reduced yield of 37 townhouses with a 1,900 sq. ft. Clubhouse/amenity building, pool and
private marina; the Eastern Parcel will contain a community sewage treatment system to
handle the proposed townhouse development; and
WHEREAS, the proposed Change of Zone is a Type I Action pursuant to the State
Environmental Quality Review, and the regulating provisions of 6 NYCRR Part 617; and
WHEREAS, on March 27, 2012, by Resolution No. 433, the Town Board commenced the
SEQRA process to coordinate lead agency; and
WHEREAS, on May 8, 2012, by Resolution No. 570 of 2012, the Town Board adopted a
Positive Declaration pursuant to the State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) and
Chapter 157 of the Town Code for this change of zone application; and
WHEREAS, on July 10, 2012 by Resolution No. 760, the Town Board issued a final written
scope for the purposes of preparing a DEIS; and
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WHEREAS, the applicant submitted a revised DEIS on May 2, 2013 with additional
information given on May 9, 2013; and
WHEREAS, on June 25, 2013 by Resolution No. 2013-672, the Town Board deemed the
resubmitted Draft Environmental Impact Statement complete; and
WHEREAS, public hearings were held on the DEIS on August 13, 2013, September 10,
2013, October 22, 2013 and December 10, 2013; and
WHEREAS, on October 16, 2014 by Resolution No. 2014-1067 the Town Board accepted the
Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) and directed a Notice of Completion to be
filed in the Environmental Notice Bulletin; and
WHEREAS, based on the content and testimony at the DEIS hearings cited above as well as
information in the Final Environmental Impact Statement, the Town Board has afforded the
public the opportunity to review and comment on the revised plans contained in the FEIS
and the corresponding local law by holding public hearings on November 12, 2014,
November 25, 2014 and December 9, 2014 where the hearing process was closed with a
10-day written comment period; and
WHEREAS, all SEQRA findings shall be considered with a formal acceptance to be made by
separate resolution prior to the adoption of the Local Law; now therefore,
BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED, A local law amending Chapter 330 (Zoning) of the Town Code of
the Town of Southampton by adding a new Section, §330-248V is hereby enacted as
follows:
LOCAL LAW NO. 1 OF 2015
A LOCAL LAW amending Article XXVI- Planned Development District of Chapter 330 of the
Town Code of the Town of Southampton to enact a new § 330-248 V. that rezones seven
parcels of land on both the east and west sides of the Shinnecock Canal from Resort
Waterfront Business (RWB) and Motel Business (MTL) to Maritime Planned Development
District to facilitate the redevelopment of the Canoe Place Inn (CPI) site (SCTM No’s: 900207-5-3 & 4) to an inn/catering and restaurant use, as well as the neighboring Canal
Property, which consists of four parcels located directly east of the Shinnecock Canal and
north of Montauk Highway (SCTM No’s: 900-207-4-22.1, 23, 24 & 25) to a 37 unit
townhouse development, and an Eastern Parcel, which consists of a single parcel located
east of North Shore Road (CR 39), and north of Montauk Highway (SCTM No. 900-208-218.1) to provide an off-site wastewater treatment plant (NitrexTM system), in the Hamlet of
Hampton Bays.
SECTION 1. Legislative Intent.
The “Canoe Place Inn, Canal and Eastern Property Maritime Planned Development District”
(CPICEMPDD) has been structured to accomplish the findings, purpose and long term goals
established by the Town Board as part of Article XXVI (“Planned Development District”), of
the Code of the Town of Southampton, and specifically those established under Section 330246(E), Maritime Planned Development District (MPDD). Said districts are intended to
provide flexible residential and/or commercial development with predominantly waterUpdated: 1/14/2015 8:36 AM by Kim Ottati
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dependent or water-enhanced uses, while maximizing the preservation of natural vegetation
and resources. Clustering, open-space preservation, water access and the most efficient
utilization of the waterfront, transportation systems, utilities and public services are to be
achieved through a MPDD designation.
In March 1999, the Town adopted the Southampton Tomorrow Comprehensive Plan Update
Implementation Strategies (“The 1999 Update”). Today, the Town of Southampton’s
Comprehensive Plan (“The Plan”) is comprised of the 1999 Update along with all subsequent
adopted studies and zoning amendments that carry out the implementation strategies to
achieve the Town’s long-term goals, including the most recent Hampton Bays Corridor
Strategic Plan and Cumulative Impact of Build-Out Study/GEIS and the Town of
Southampton 400+ Sustainability Plan.
The Hampton Bays Corridor Strategic Plan provides zoning, planning, and capital
improvements recommendations to guide development along a portion of the Montauk
Highway/East/West Main Street corridor from Jones Road in West Tiana to Peconic Road in
Shinnecock Hills and includes several environmental protection, parks and open space
recommendations. As outlined in the Hampton Bays Strategic Plan, relevant community
goals and objectives for the Canoe Place Inn include:
− Respecting the “legend” of the place, through such means as adaptive reuse of the
existing Inn building, use of appropriately historical architectural styles and features
on new construction; and historic exhibits commemorating the site’s significance as
the nation’s oldest inn location, its role in the Revolutionary War as the site of Fort
Lookout, and the Inn’s 20th century history as host to a long series of celebrities. As
the practicability of preserving and reusing the existing building has come into
question, review of the PDD application should include an independent assessment
from both structural and economic standpoints, with applicable tax credits and
funding for preservation taken into account.
− Continued public access to, and enjoyment of, the site through such uses as a
restaurant, catering facility, hotel, conference center, spa, health club, etc.
− Use of the facility by a transient, vacationing population rather than adding to the
community’s resident population, with its associated fiscal impacts.
− Maintaining a scale proportionate to the property and the surrounding community.
The massing and height of any new proposal should be analyzed for impacts on area
aesthetics and community character, and the review process should include a visual
analysis to illustrate the impacts of the proposal from key vantage points.
Distribution of new bulk in a series of related buildings with varying sizes is
preferred, based on the traditional scheme of a resort complex with main building,
subordinate buildings and outlying cottages.
− Use of the site to contribute to the hamlet’s economic activity and vitality. Project
review should include an assessment of potential impacts to area businesses.
− Address potential impacts and benefits to the planned maritime park across
Newtown Road to the east. Although the history of the CPI site and the maritime
history to be celebrated at the park are separate and distinct, the area would benefit
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from some joint site planning to avoid conflicts in access and circulation, plan for
intermodal transportation connections, and ensure that the experience of the park is
enhanced, rather than hampered, by the adjacent development.
Redevelopment of the CPI site as a PDD would incorporate provisions for public
benefits. As noted, a much desired public benefit for this project is preservation and
adaptive reuse of the existing structure.
The Hampton Bays DGEIS states: to the extent feasible, Town discretionary powers
should be used to encourage rehabilitation and reuse of the existing Canoe Place Inn
structure. Important features that cannot be preserved should be salvaged for use
and display elsewhere. Require oversight of any building demolition and ground
disturbance by a qualified archaeologist. CPI redevelopment should highlight its
history via an exhibit on or near the site.
For the eastern side of the Canal, the Strategic Plan points to points to a potential
expansion of the Tiderunners restaurant into ‘Canalside East,’ a complex of shops
and restaurants similar to the Gosman’s Dock pierside development in Montauk.
The most important component of the Canal property recommendation is the provision of a
continuous public access esplanade along the canal front, allowing public pedestrian and
water access at a lower level than the development above.
Pursuant to §330-246(E), Maritime Planned Development Districts should be established
where they are found to be “beneficial, compatible and harmonious with surrounding land
uses, the goals and objectives set forth in this Article [XXVI], the Comprehensive Plan and
Local Waterfront Revitalization Program (LWRP) must be maintained and furthered”.
The project’s viability and appeal is based on its location along the Shinnecock Canal. The
Canoe Place Inn rehabilitation plan is a direct result of the developer working with the
community to formulate a plan for the adaptive reuse of this historic structure and iconic
place that will serve as a defining showpiece for the Hamlet of Hampton Bays. In order to
financially accomplish this, the developer has requested a rezoning to include parcels on the
eastern side of the Shinnecock Canal to allow for the construction of thirty-seven (37) 3bedroom residential townhomes with interior recreational space and pool, decks, parking
and landscaping on the parcels that currently contain commercial uses (Tiderunners
restaurant, Bait and Tackle Shop and other associated buildings). In the MPDD application,
a type of development right or density transfer is proposed that transfers the existing
development yield between the three subject sites. In this way, the pre‐existing 29 inn and
cottage units at CPI would be converted/transferred as residential density to the Canal
property, leaving a deficit of 8 units (based on the 37 unit revised plan). The 25 potential
motel units would be transferred from the Canal and Eastern Properties back to the CPI
Property to allow for the 20 inn units and 5 cottages. The Eastern property would only be
used as a type of infrastructure lot to contain the NitrexTM Wastewater Treatment Facility
(WWTF) that processes the sanitary discharge from the Canal Property townhomes and as
such would be left with no associated development rights. A passive recreational trail
easement has also been offered to the Town for connectivity to the Paumanok Path and the
applicant has offered to donate an additional $50,000 to repair and maintain the roadways
surrounding the Shinnecock Hills parcel.
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Surrounding land uses include residential neighborhoods and marina uses, to which the
project is considered to be compatible and harmonious. Section 330-5 of the Town Code
defines a “water-enhanced use” as:
Commercial, recreational or not-for-profit activity, facility and/or establishment that
does not absolutely require a waterfront location in order to function, but which
contributes to the economic viability of water-dependent uses or which increases the
public's enjoyment of the waterfront. Water-enhanced uses shall be construed to
include restaurants; resort motels; bed-and-breakfasts; retail shops/outdoor
markets; offices of marine-related services; marine-related not-for-profit
philanthropic, fraternal, scientific research, social or educational institutional offices
or meeting rooms; picnic grounds; public parks; maritime museums and outdoor
theaters.
The inn/catering with restaurant and cottage units at the Canoe Place Inn are considered to
be water enhanced uses, while the proposed townhouses are not considered water
enhanced as indicated above but are intended to be high-end second homes that will
enhance the tourist nature of the area. Inasmuch as a significant portion of the project
proposal is considered water-enhanced and the townhouse project provides opportunities
for creating passive public access to the water along the property frontage of the
Shinnecock Canal once all connections are secured as well as includes the accessory waterdependent viewing/fishing platform with associated parking and existing floating dock for
transient boating and/or fishing, it is considered compatible with the goals and objectives of
the Maritime PDD designation.
In terms of the land use goals and objectives for implementing the Town’s pending Water
Protection Plan as well as the South Shore Estuary Reserve (SSER) and Peconic Estuary Plan
(PEP CCMP), public and private development that brings people to the waterfront to live,
eat, shop, relax, recreate and participate in cultural events is considered positive because,
when done properly with the necessary environmental controls, it has the potential to foster
a sense of connection with and stewardship of the Town’s water resources. By constructing
a boardwalk generally along the frontage of the Shinnecock Canal and providing the
necessary legal instruments to ensure for passive public access to the waterfront along with
the incorporation of a scenic viewing/fishing platform and existing floating dock access, this
component of the project is considered to be consistent with the general philosophy of
waterfront revitalization.
In response to nitrogen management and the goals and objectives for water quality and
sustainability, the Town Board recognizes the utmost importance of the project design’s
sensitivity to the impaired water quality of Shinnecock Bay and the Peconic Estuary and
therefore the project in its entirety must remove more nitrogen than it discharges, i.e.,
achieve 94+% nitrogen reduction. In this way, the project is considered an innovative step
toward sustainable land use design by addressing the nitrogen-induced water quality
problems and will serve as a model for future projects that are situated in close proximity to
surface water. The Town Board will also require that the Townhouse development achieve
the highest energy rating in the Town Code Chapter 123 and the Canoe Place Inn achieve
an energy star rating to the extent that is consistent with the historic rehabilitation program
and the cottages also conform to the residential energy standards of Chapter 123.
By combining the sites into an overall Maritime PDD, the Town can therefore facilitate the
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rehabilitation of the historic CPI and reinforce the already strong tourism and second home
industry, while simultaneously promoting year-round tourism.
SECTION 2. Amendment. Chapter 330 is hereby amended by adding a new Section 248
V. as indicated by underlining as follows:
V. Canoe Place Inn, Canal and Eastern Properties Maritime Planned Development District
(CPICEMPDD)
(1) Purpose and Objectives.
(a) Canoe Place Inn, Canal and Eastern Properties Maritime Planned Development
District (CPICEMPDD) has been structured to accomplish the findings, purpose
and long-term goals established by the Town Board as part of Article XXVI,
Planned Development District, of the Town Code and those established for a
Maritime Planned Development District (MPDD). The CPICEMPDD also supports
implementation of the Town’s Comprehensive Plan, particularly the goals,
findings, policies and recommended actions. Specific Comprehensive Plan
objectives achieved by the CPICEMPDD are as follows:
(b) Protection of valuable natural, historic and scenic resources.
(b) Maintain the existing nature of the local economy, while working to enhance the
diversity of the economy for the future, particularly in the areas of tourism and
the second home industry by protecting the Town’s character and quality of
place.
(c) Devise strategies to maintain the historic character of the Town’s hamlets and
rural areas, with an increased emphasis on protecting historic landscapes and
settings as well as individual structures.
(d) Focus future visitor promotion on the shoulder seasons and on attractions that do
not substantially increase summer peaks. Further, focus this investment on the
western half of town, where there is a greater need for tax ratables and business
center revitalization.
(e) Promote small-scale overnight accommodations such as B&B’s, inns and
conference centers that will provide amenities without substantially increasing
visitation.
(f) Enhance the Town’s cultural offerings, and the prestige and enjoyment of the
Town’s historic, architectural and scenic features.
(g) Promote architectural, signage, lighting, landscaping, sidewalk and streetscape
design improvements consistent with Town of Southampton beautification
objectives.
(h) Alleviate traffic on the CR 80 (Montauk Highway) corridor by providing significant
roadway improvements as designed by Suffolk County Department of Public
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Works.
(i) The CPICEMPDD provides for:
[1] A unified development program that links the east and west sides of the
Shinnecock Canal and that accounts for significant upgrades the existing
Town parkland adjacent to CPI which will then serve as the fulcrum to unify
the two properties in the MPDD district and provide for increased public
access to the Canal;
[2] Rehabilitation of the Canoe Place Inn and its revitalization as the Hampton
Bays meeting place for use as an inn, catering facility and restaurant; and
[3] Development of a 37 unit luxury waterfront townhouse community designed
to attract second home vacationers to Hampton Bays.
[4] Based on the foregoing, the CPICEMPDD shall provide the following public
benefits:
[a] Rehabilitation of the Canoe Place Inn for public use (inn, catering facility
and restaurant), resulting in improved aesthetics and an architecturally
appealing structure on the site consistent with its history that is important
to community character;
[b] Consistency with the Town’s longstanding waterfront access policies and
Public Trust Doctrine by providing a new public access easement
extending from North Shore Road over the Canal property to include a
public parking area and access to a newly constructed viewing/fishing
platform. Public access to the existing floating dock for fishing and
transient boaters shall also be provided (subject to necessary approvals,
with liability insurance and indemnification to be provided by the Town).
The applicant shall also provide a conditional passive public access
easement agreement, approved in form and substance by the Town
Attorney, along the property’s frontage of the Shinnecock Canal (i.e.
extending from the southern property line adjoining Montauk Highway
right of way to the northern property line adjoining the MTA property).
Said easement shall become effective at such time the Town secures the
adjoining public easement connections over the MTA and Suffolk County
locks property.
[c] A
one-time,
voluntary
contribution
of
$300,000
towards
improvement/enhancement to the Shinnecock Canal Park in Hampton
Bays plus design services and conceptual drawings for said park
improvements;
[d] Easement to the Town for public access to be used for passive recreation
in connection with the Paumanok Path on the Eastern property;
[e] Roadway safety improvements at the intersections of Montauk Highway
(CR 80) and Newtown Road (CR 62) and Montauk Highway (CR 80) and
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North Shore Road (CR 39) as outlined in the FEIS, subject to further
approval of Suffolk County and the Town of Southampton;
[f] Installation of a new conventional on-site sanitary treatment system and
use of a nitrogen reducing Permeable Reactive Barrier (PRB) along
appropriate portions of the downgradient borders of the property that will
result in a minimum 94% wastewater nitrogen mass removal from the CPI
property, subject to a monitoring program with regular reporting as
approved by the Planning Board.
[g] Installation of sidewalks along all property roadway frontages of the
subject parcels with connectivity to existing sidewalks in front of 227 East
Montauk Highway.
[h] A one-time voluntary contribution of $50,000 to the Town of Southampton
who shall establish a road restoration fund in order to use said funds
exclusively for the improvement and maintenance of private roads within
the Shinnecock Hills community surrounding the Eastern property.
(2) District boundary. The Canoe Place Inn, Canal and Eastern Properties Maritime Planned
Development District (CPICEMPDD) shall consist of the following seven (7) parcels. Two
(2) parcels designated as Suffolk County Tax Map Nos. 0900-207-5-3 and 0900-207-54, comprising 5.65 acres on the northwest corner of Montauk Highway and Newtown
Road, Hampton Bays, Town of Southampton (hereinafter referred to as the “CPI”); four
(4) parcels designated as Suffolk County Tax Map Nos. 0900-207-4-22.1, 0900-207-423, 0900-207-4-24 and 0900-207-4-25, comprising a total of 4.50 acres and including a
.52 acre under water lot located on the northwest corner of Montauk Highway and North
Shore Road (hereinafter referred to as “Canal Townhouse Property”); and one (1) parcel
designated as Suffolk County Tax Map No. 0900-208-2-18.1, comprised of 2.68 acres
located on the northeast corner of North Shore Road and Canal Place Road, Hampton
Bays, Town of Southampton (hereinafter referred to as the “Eastern Property”). All as
shown on Topographical Survey of Property Situated in Hampton Bays prepared by JM
Land Surveying, November 18, 2004 and Topographical Survey of Property Situate at
Shinnecock Hills prepared by JM Land Surveying, November 14, 2006.
Parcel 1: Canoe Place Inn
ALL that certain plot, piece or parcel of land, situate, lying and being at Hampton Bays,
Town of Southampton, County of Suffolk and State of New York, bounded and
described as follows:
BEGINNING at a point formed by the intersection of the northerly line of Montauk
Highway and the westerly line of Newton Road;
RUNNING THENCE westerly along the northerly line of Montauk Highway, the following
two (2) courses and distances:
(1) South 62 degrees 05 minutes 10 seconds west 132.65 feet; and
(2) South 52 degrees 15 minutes 05 seconds west, 140.79 feet to a monument and
other lands of Canoe Place Estates Inc.;
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RUNNING THENCE south 52 degrees 15 minutes 05 seconds west along the northerly
side of Montauk Highway 126.54 feet to a point;
THENCE south 59 degrees 27 minutes 47 seconds west along the northerly side of a
taking area 43.20 feet to a point;
THENCE south 56 degrees 43 minutes 41 seconds west still along said taking 97.22
feet to land now or formerly Henry R. Keller;
THENCE along the last mentioned land the following three (3) courses and distances:
1) North 35 degrees 43 minutes 40 seconds west 219.27 feet;
2) South 54 degrees 33 minutes 00 seconds west 33.42 feet; and
3) North 34 degrees 32 minutes 10 seconds west 152.12 feet to land now or formerly
of Long Island Railroad;
THENCE along the last mentioned land the following five (5) courses and distances:
1) Along the arc of a curve to the left having a radius of 2895.64 feet a distance of
277.93 feet with a chord running north 54 degrees 30 minutes 01 seconds east
277.83 feet; and
2) North 51 degrees 44 minutes 05 seconds east 361.44 feet;
3) South 12 degrees 30 minutes 55 seconds east 2.22 feet;
4) North 51 degrees 44 minutes 05 seconds east 99.87 feet, to the westerly line of
Newton Road;
THENCE southerly along the westerly line of Newton Road, south 15 degrees 40
minutes 30 seconds east, 414.54 feet;
THENCE continuing southerly along the westerly line of Newton Road, south 23
degrees 12 minutes 20 seconds west, 31.14 feet to the point or place of BEGINNING.
EXCEPTING THEREFROM so much as was taken by the County of Suffolk by
appropriation proceeding for project entitled "Reconstruction of a portion of C.R. 80,
Montauk Highway, Town of Southampton, Suffolk County, New York (File No. 192726)"
and shown as Parcel A on Map No. 3, for which a Receipt and Release dated 11/1/1971
was recorded 11/10/1971 in Liber 7044 of Deeds, Page 487.
Parcel 2: Canal Property
ALL that certain plot, piece or parcel of land, situate, lying and being In the Town of
Southampton, County of Suffolk and State of New York, being more particularly
bounded and described as follows:
BEGINNING at a point on the Northwesterly side or County Road 39; where same is
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Intersected by the Northerly side of Montauk Highway;
RUNNING THENCE South 62 degrees 09 minutes 25 seconds West, 68.65 feet;
RUNNING THENCE in a Westerly direction along the arc of a curve bearing to the left
having a radius of 1,029.93 feet a distance of 71.27 feet;
RUNNING THENCE North 86 degrees 10 minutes 19 seconds West, 152.18 feet;
RUNNING THENCE North 49 degrees 50 minutes 43 seconds West, 12.14 feet;
RUNNING THENCE North 05 degrees 11 minutes 03 seconds East, 41.69 feet;
RUNNING THENCE North 60 degrees 12 minutes 51 seconds East, 14.17 feet;
RUNNING THENCE North 06 degrees 52 minutes 19 seconds East, 20.33 feet;
RUNNING THENCE North 10 degrees 55 minutes 17 seconds East, 11.15 feet to the
Record North Road Line of (Old) Montauk Highway;
THENCE along the bulkhead of Shinnecock canal as it presently exists along tie lines
the following Eighteen (18) courses and distances:
1. North 10 degrees 55 minutes 11 seconds East, 57.19 feet;
2. North 09 degrees 04 minutes 28 seconds East, 36.51 feet;
3. North 00 degrees 43 minutes 49 seconds East, 45.48 feet;
4. North 10 degrees 22 minutes 20 seconds West, 30.54 feet;
5. North 04 degrees 05 minutes 55 seconds East, 36.57 feet;
6. North 45 degrees 58 minutes 46 seconds West, 18.66 feet;
7. North 21 degrees 35 minutes 20 seconds West, 22.78 feet;
8. North 19 degrees 29 minutes 11 seconds West, 25.20 feet;
9. South 84 degrees 15 minutes 16 seconds West, 7.93 feet;
10. North 30 degrees 35 minutes 30 seconds East, 3.61 feet;
11. North 03 degrees 36 minutes 08 seconds East, 56.07 feet;
12. North 11 degrees 39 minutes 17 seconds East, 91.31 feet;
13. North 27 degrees 26 minutes 50 seconds East, 21.49 feet;
14. North 14 degrees 04 minutes 03 seconds East, 11.21 feet;
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15. North 13 degrees 23 minutes 29 seconds East, 43.46 feet;
16. North 10 degrees 08 minutes 04 seconds East, 81.51 feet;
17. North 00 degree 18 minutes 30 seconds West, 8.16 feet;
18. North 01 degrees 48 minutes 04 seconds East, 81.23 feet;
19. North 01 degrees 59 minutes 37 seconds East, 34.09 feet to lands now or
formerly of the Long Island Railroad;
THENCE along lands now or formerly of the Long Island Railroad the following Four
(4) courses and distances:
1. North 60 degrees 50 minutes 10 seconds East 207.17 feet to a monument;
2. Along the arc of curve which bears to the right having a radius of 1,357.40 feet a
distance of 58.35 feet (Deed) 59.09 feet (Actual) to a monument;
3. North 26 degrees 40 minutes 11 seconds West, 25.00 feet to a monument;
4. Along the arc of a curve which bears to the right having a radius of 1,382.40
feet a distance of 65.88 feet (Deed) 66.98 feet (Actual) to the Westerly side of
County Road 39;
THENCE Southerly along the westerly side of County Road 39 the following Three(3)
courses and distances:
1. South 18 degrees 41 minutes 00 seconds West, 272.26 feet (Deed) 273.07 feet
(Actual) to a monument;
2. Along an arc of curve which bears to the left having a radius of 605.96 feet a
distance of366.78 feet to a concrete monument;
3. South 15 degrees 59 minutes 50 seconds East, 135.25 feet;
THENCE in a Southerly direction along the arc of a curve bearing to the right having
a radius of 407.74 feet a distance of 144.22 feet;
RUNNING THENCE South 04 degrees 16 minutes 07 seconds West, 45.69 feet to the
point or place of BEGINNING.
Parcel 3: Eastern Property
ALL that certain plot, piece or parcel of land, situate, lying and being at a place called
Shinnecock Hills in the Town of Southampton, County of Suffolk and State of New
York, known and designated as a portion of Lot No. 14, Block 115, on a certain map
entitled, "Amended Map "A" of the Westerly part of Shinnecock Hills", and filed In the
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Office of the Clerk of the County of Suffolk as Map No.213 on the 22nd day of
October, 1925, which premises are more particularly bounded and described as
follows:
BEGINNING at a monument set at the Intersection of the southerly line of lot 1,
Paumanok Terrace, and the Easterly line of North Highway (County Road 39A);
RUNNING THENCE Easterly along southerly line of said lot 1, a 20 foot right-of-way,
and lot 8(Paumanok Terrace), North 85 degrees 53 minutes 30 seconds East a
distance of 455.22 feet to a point and the Westerly side of Wildwood Lane;
RUNNING THENCE Southerly along said westerly side of Wildwood Lane, South 01
degree 35minutes 20 seconds East, 30.02 feet to a point and land now or formerly of
Donald and Patricia O'Flaherty;
RUNNING THENCE Westerly along the said lands now or formerly of Donald and
Patricia O'Flaherty, South 85 degrees 53 minutes 30 seconds West, 323.00 feet;
RUNNING THENCE Southerly along the said lands now or formerly of Donald and
Patricia O'Flaherty, South 10 degrees 27 minutes 10 seconds East, 201.04 feet;
RUNNING THENCE Easterly and still along the said land now or formerly of Donald
and Patricia O'Flaherty, North 85 degrees 53 minutes 30 seconds East, 292.00 feet
to a point and the Westerly side of Wildwood Lane;
RUNNING THENCE Southerly along the said Westerly side of Wildwood Lane, South
01 degree 35minutes 20 seconds East, 184.11 feet to a monument;
RUNNING THENCE still Southerly along the Westerly side of Wildwood Lane, on the
arc of a regular curve to the right having a radius of 25.34 feet, a distance of 39.46
feet to a monument situate on the Northerly side of Canoe Place Road;
RUNNING THENCE Westerly along the Northerly side of Canoe Place Road, South 87
degrees 38minutes 30 seconds West, 288.81 feet to a monument;
RUNNING THENCE North 64 degrees 05 minutes 07 seconds West, 17.94 feet;
RUNNING THENCE Northerly along the Easterly side of North Highway (County Road
39) the following Five (5) courses and distances:
1. On the arc of a regular curve to the right having a radius of 681.20 feet a distance
of 230.00 feet to a monument;
2. North 15 degrees 59 minutes 35 seconds West, 52.69 feet to a monument;
3. South 74 degrees 00 minutes 19 seconds West, 2.00 feet;
4. North 15 degrees 59 minutes 41 seconds West, 3.76 feet;
5. On the arc of a regular curve to the right having a radius of 539.96 feet a distance
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of 153.03 feet to the point or place of BEGINNING.
(3) Permitted Uses. The following uses shall be permitted subject to site plan review and
approval by the Planning Board and compliance with all applicable laws, rules and
regulations:
(a) Canoe Place Inn Property (Parcel 1):
[1] Catering facility, including outdoor event seating
[2] Inn/motel units and five (5) non-residential resort cottage units for transient
stay as defined in §330-5.
[3] Restaurant, cocktail lounge, including outdoor seating (outdoor seating shall
be included and comply with all occupancy standards).
[4] Customary accessory structures and uses incidental to the Canoe Place Inn
including a gift shop, meeting and conference facilities, seasonal tents for
events (in specified and approved areas only), and spa facilities for guests, as
approved by the Planning Board.
[5] Parking areas
[6] Fences, retaining walls, trellis, walkways, decks and patios as approved by
the Planning Board.
[7] Recreation - swimming pool for use by guests and employees
(b) Canal Property (Parcel 2):
[1] Single-family attached townhouses
[2] Accessory marina to townhomes to provide for the berthing of recreational
watercraft with no change to marina size or encroachment into the
Shinnecock Canal
[3] Recreation - indoor/outdoor recreation areas, swimming pool for use by
residents and their visitors.
[4] Pool/equipment enclosure
[5] Parking areas, including parking associated with the viewing/fishing platform
and floating dock access.
[6] Community recreation building/interior space not to exceed size limitations
set forth in Section 5(B)[4] herein.
[7] Fences, retaining walls, trellis, walkways, decks and patios as approved by
the Planning Board
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(c) Eastern Property (Parcel 3):
[1] Wastewater treatment facility (“NitrexTM” system or other alternative
denitrification system that is proven to treat nitrogen to an even higher
standard than NitrexTM as approved by the Suffolk County Department of
Health Services) and associated infrastructure/ maintenance access.
[2] Passive Recreation Trail for connectivity to the Paumanok Path.
(d) In no case shall any sculpture or art installation occur on any property included
within the subject MPDD without prior Town Board review and approval.
(5) Dimensional regulations. The following bulk area height and dimensional regulations
shall apply within the CPICEMPDDD notwithstanding any provision in this Chapter to the
contrary. The Planning Board may, through this site plan review process, modify the
standards required herein provided that: no significant adverse environmental impact to
the property or its surroundings will occur, the change is considered minor, and the
modification would better achieve the goals and objectives of the MPDD as described
herein.
(a) CANOE PLACE INN (Parcel 1):
[1] Minimum lot area: 5 acres;
[2] Maximum lot coverage (main and accessory building): 20%;
[3] Yards, principle building:
[4] Front #1 (Newtown Road): 10 feet
[5] Front #2 (Montauk Highway): 50 feet
[6] Side minimum for one: 50 feet
[a] Side total: N/A
[7] Rear: 50 feet
[8] Yards, accessory structures except fences and retaining walls:
[9] Distance from street: 60 feet
[10] Distance from side yard: N/A
[11] Distance from rear yard: 10 feet
[12] Maximum Height:
[a] Canoe Place Inn, existing to remain; (connector area between inn and dance
pavilion not to exceed 42 ft. when measured from existing grade)
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[13] Off-Street parking setback:
[a] Newtown Road: 10 feet
[b] Montauk Highway: 5 feet with attendant landscaping as approved by the
Planning Board.
[14] Transitional Yards adjoining residential districts: N/A
[15] Pyramid Law: N/A
[16] Yield and Unit Size:
[a] The total number of hotel/inn units within the CPI main building shall not
exceed twenty (20).
[b] The total number of cottage units (as currently exist) shall not exceed five (5)
and each shall not exceed the existing floor area or height maximum of twostory (32 ft.)
[c] Restaurant, Bar, Catering Facility, Canoe Place Inn:
[i] Restaurant: 70 seats maximum
[ii] Bar/Lounge: 20 seats maximum
[iii] Outdoor seating: 120 seats maximum
[iv]Catering: 350 seats maximum
(b) CANAL PROPERTY (Parcel 2):
[1]

Minimum lot area: 40,000 sq. ft.

[2]

Maximum lot coverage (main and accessory building): 20%

[3]

Minimum lot area per attached dwelling unit: 4,500 sq. ft.

[4]

Maximum floor area, recreational building: 1,900 sq. ft.

[5]

Maximum height:

[6]

[a]

Three stories

[b]

33.5 feet when measured from approved grade.

Yards, principle buildings:
[a]

Front #1 (Shinnecock Canal): 8 feet
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[b]

Front #2 (Montauk Highway): 10 feet from existing property lines.

[c]

Side minimum for one (Railroad ROW) 18 feet

[d]

Rear (North Shore Road): 35 feet

Yards, accessory structures (except fences, trellises, and retaining walls, as
approved by the Planning Board):
[a]

No accessory structures permitted except pool/equipment enclosures
as approved by the Planning Board

[b]

Off-Street parking setback: as shown on the Conceptual Plan dated
August 12, 2011 and last revised April 8, 2014 with attendant
landscaping/screening.

[8] Transitional Yards adjoining residential districts: N/A
[9] Pyramid Law: N/A
[10] Yield and unit size:
[a]

The total number of units shall not exceed thirty-seven (37).

[b]

The average size of all units shall not exceed 2,000 SF so that the total
floor area of townhomes shall not exceed 74,000 SF of habitable
space.

[c]

The total amount of bedrooms shall not exceed 111.

(c)EASTERN PROPERTY (Parcel 3):
[1]

Access. The sole access point to the Wastewater Treatment Facility (WWTF)
shall be from Old Canoe Place Road.

[2]

Transitional Yards: Note: A clearing plan for all infrastructure
installation/access and subsequent revegetation shall be required for review
and approval by the Planning Board as part of the site plan review process.
[a]

Adjoining residential districts: N/A

[b]

From Wildwood Lane: 25 ft. minimum.

[c]

[3]

From North Highway (N. Shore Rd): 100 ft., except for pipe installation
area (in the case of future required WWTF expansion, 25 ft. with
attendant landscaping).

WWTF Maintenance Building Setbacks:
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[a]

60 ft. from Old Canoe Place Road

[b]

120 ft. from North Highway

[c]

120 ft. from Wildwood Lane

[d]

75 ft. from Northern Property Line

Meeting of January 13, 2015

Clearing restriction. 30% (0.81 acres) maximum (except in case of required
WWTF expansion, where clearing would be limited to a maximum of 50%).

(6) General development standards. To ensure consistency with the findings, purpose, goals
and general development standards established for planned development districts, all
development shall conform to applicable standards of §§330-240 through 330-245 of
the Code of the Town of Southampton.
(7) Specific development standards.
(a) A site plan must be submitted to the Town of Southampton Planning Board for
review and approval pursuant to §330-243 B and §§330-181 through 330-184.1 of
the Town Code of the Town of Southampton. The proposed development shall be
consistent with the conceptual plans entitled R Squared Canoe Place Inn Montauk
Highway and New Town Road, Hampton Bays dated July 27, 2012 and last revised
April 8, 2014; and R Squared Canal Properties North Shore Road and Canoe Place
Road, Hampton Bays, dated August 12, 2011 and last revised April 8, 2014; subject
to revisions that conform to dimensional requirements and other performance
standards outlined herein.
(b) The Town of Southampton Planning Board, in reviewing and approving a final site
plan, shall ensure that the plan conforms to the requirements and intent of the
CPICEMPDD.
(c) All new construction shall be subject to the review of the Board of Architectural
Review, pursuant to Article XIX of this chapter.
(d) The Planning Board may require limits of clearing or retention of significant sized
trees, if any, as part of the site plan review for all parcels as well as limitations on
fertilizer-dependent landscaping.
(e) Site plan elements, Canoe Place Inn (Parcel 1):
[1] Architecture and design. The rehabilitation of the Canoe Place Inn building and
pre-existing cottages shall be similar to the height and footprint of current
conditions and consistent with the height and footprint of the building and
cottages prior to World War II as depicted in the images and plans provided in
the DEIS.
[2] The existing number of stories and height of the Canoe Place Inn structure shall
be maintained as currently exist except in the connector area between the inn
and dance pavilion as shown in the Canoe Place Inn concept plans which will
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exceed its current height but will not exceed the highest part of the structure (42
ft.) as measured at existing grades.
[3] Site access shall be limited to one curb cut on Montauk Highway and one curb cut
on Newtown Road, respectively subject to Suffolk County Department of Public
Works and Town of Southampton approval.
[4] Utilities and services.
[a] Water supply. The CPICEMPDDD development shall be served by public water,
designed in accordance with the specifications of the Hampton Bays Water
District. All necessary approvals shall be obtained from the Hampton Bays
Water District for water supply. For the purpose of fire protection, the
Planning Board shall solicit comments and review from the Fire Marshal
pursuant to §330-184C.
[b] Sanitary Sewage and nitrogen mitigation. Installation of a new conventional
on-site sanitary treatment system including septic tank and leaching pool and
installation and use of a PRB along appropriate portions of the downgradient
borders of the property to remove nitrogen from the new on-site sanitary
system as well as non-project wastewater such as stormwater and off-site,
upgradient locations. All necessary approvals shall be obtained from the
Suffolk County Department of Health Services for sewage disposal;
[c] Drainage. Stormwater drainage systems shall be designed so that all potential
runoff will be recharged on-site. The calculation of stormwater retention and
the design of the drainage system shall be subject to review and approval of
the Town Engineer.
[d] Refuse storage and collection. Plans for the storage and collection of refuse
shall be subject to Planning Board approval. The outside storage of refuse
shall be in rodent proof containers conveniently located and enclosed or
otherwise screened from view pursuant to §330-109. Regular trash collection
shall be required. The Planning Board may impose additional covenants to
ensure property maintenance and upkeep where necessary.
[e] Utilities and screening of appurtenances on building facades. All utilities,
including electric, telephone and cable television service, shall be placed
underground where possible. Utility meters and other appurtenances shall be
screened by lattice enclosures and/or landscaping to soften appearance.
Condensing units and other mechanical systems shall likewise be screened, to
be determined by the Planning Board.
[5] Building Rehabilitation. The rehabilitation of the Canoe Place Inn structure will be
accomplished in such a manner so as to bring the Inn’s essential visual
characteristics back to its historically significant period between1922 and World
War II and return the site to its former position as an important asset to the
community. The key design elements of the rehabilitation shall include:
[a] Re-grading along Montauk Highway to expose the full height of the existing
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building.
[b] The currently existing portions and essential visual characteristics of the preWorld War II construction will remain and be rehabilitated, which will include
the retention of as much of the historic fabric of the building as practicable.
The Planning Board shall require submittal of construction drawings that
specifically identify what historic fabric is being saved, and which elements
are being used to base new replacement materials where existing materials
are beyond their useful life. Specifications shall be prepared detailing the
methodology for preserving specific elements identified as well as stabilizing
the existing building during the rehabilitation effort. Drawings shall be
annotated so that existing conditions can be compared with proposed
conditions in the field. A local architectural preservation consultant qualified
by the Planning Board shall be retained by the applicant to review said
construction drawings and the historic rehabilitation program prior to site plan
approval as well as to be available for consultation and regular reporting of
progress to the Planning Board in connection with this requirement.
[c] The connector, bar and kitchen additions built between the inn and pavilion
after 1922, not part of the essential character of the inn building and/or the
dancing pavilion, will be replaced with new construction more in keeping with
the historic design of the inn and visual character of the inn and pavilion
during its historic period. The reconstruction of this area shall be done in such
a manner so as not to disturb or destruct other portions of the CPI building
being rehabilitated.
[d] The first floor of the inn and pavilion will be refurbished with casements and
lattice work consistent with that shown in the historic photographs and as
approved by the Planning Board and Architectural Review Board.
[e] The existing roof shingles will be replaced with a more traditional color and
texture to be visually consistent with the roof as shown in the historic
photographs and approved by the Planning Board and Architectural Review
Board.
[f] Portions of the inn interior from the historically significant period that remain
intact and can be reused and/or repaired will be, particularly in the dance
pavilion. Other areas will be renovated with finishes that match the visual
character of the inn from the historically significant period.
[g] A new, formal drop-off will be located consistent with the historic drop off and
front door to the inn between the building and Montauk Highway along with
new landscaping which will be installed throughout the site including new
pathways, parking and lawns where the existing gravel parking lot is located.
[h] The new lobby for the inn and pavilion will be located in the new “connector”
and reestablish the original, formal entry sequence shown in old photographs
and drawings as discussed in the DEIS.
[5] Parking shall be provided as shown on the Canoe Place Inn Concept Site Plan as
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follows:
[a] 122 standard stalls
[b] 6 handicap stalls
[c] 108 event valet stalls, with grass pavers.
[6] Landscaping. The applicant shall be required to prepare and submit a
comprehensive landscape plan for review and approval by the Planning Board,
including, but not limited to, the following:
[a] Landscaping along roadway frontages, including but not limited to street
trees, ornamental shrubs and flowers.
[b] A landscape planting area shall be provided next to all sidewalks through the
development and panted with deciduous street trees at a consistent spacing
(minimum: 22 feet on-center; maximum: 35 feet on-center).
[c] All parking areas and valet areas shall be screened from view with vegetation
approved by the Planning Board.
[d] Fences and retaining walls shall be screened with vegetation approved by the
Planning Board.
[7] Exterior lighting. A lighting plan shall be submitted for review and approval as
part of the overall plan submission for the development in accordance with Article
XXIX, Outdoor Lighting of the Town Code.
[8] Signage. Ground signage at the Canoe Place Inn shall be found consistent with
the historic design theme and shall not exceed the maximum dimensions
permitted within the Sign Code for RWB districts.
[9] Energy. To the maximum extent practicable, the Planning Board shall require
energy conservation measures for the CPI rehabilitation to meet the
requirements of Chapter 123-38 for incorporation into building and site designs
(e.g., Energy Star® water conservation/low-flow irrigation, etc.) such that
energy conservation measures shall not impact the retention or rehabilitation of
existing historic fabric. All cottages on the CPI property shall meet the HERS
index requirements prescribed in §123-37 A (1).
(e) Site plan elements, Canal property Townhouses (Parcel 2):
[1] Architecture and design. Building construction and design shall reflect traditional
“bay homes” architecture of Hampton Bays/Shinnecock Hills, with consideration
being given to the special character of Southampton as a rural and resort
community.
[2] Requirements. Buildings shall have a common design theme that provides design
coherence while allowing variety and character for individual buildings within the
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project. The design shall maintain proportion, scale and massing with details
appropriate to the architectural style emulated. In the choice of exterior finishes,
care shall be taken to avoid the appearance of a development in which all units
appear exactly the same. Walls and roofs shall include separations, changes in
plan and height, and architectural elements such as porches, dormers and crossgables. Techniques for complying with this requirement include, but are not
limited to:
[a] Façade modulation (e.g., stepping back or extending forward portion of the
façade for each interval) to minimize bulk and massing of buildings.
[b] Articulating each interval with architectural elements such as porches,
balconies, bay windows, etc.
[c] Articulating the roof line by stepping the roof and by emphasizing dormers,
chimneys or gables.
[d] Providing a ground- or wall-mounted fixture, a trellis, a tree or other site
feature within each interval.
[e] Use of consistent detailing of finishes, terminations and other architectural
elements within the variety of building to building required.
[3] Exterior. Facades of dwelling units shall be designed to avoid monotony and
blank walls on all four facades. The exterior of the dwelling units shall be
constructed with cedar shingles, Hardi-Plank or similar high quality material.
[4] Energy. To the maximum extent practicable, the Planning Board shall require
energy conservation measures to meet the minimum home energy rating index
as defined in the Town’s building code [Chapter 123-37A(4)] for incorporation
into building and site designs (e.g., Energy Star® water conservation/low-flow
irrigation, etc.).
[5] Noise. During site plan review, the Planning Board shall assess and determine the
need for noise attenuating structures and/or building materials.
[6] Privacy. Buildings shall be oriented to provide privacy for residents and visitors,
to the extent practicable, both within the project and in relation to the
surrounding properties. Techniques for complying with this requirement include,
but are not limited to:
[a] Staggering windows to avoid aligning with adjacent windows.
[b] Increasing the side or rear yard setback, or creating balconies and porches at
upper floors so that window areas are farther from the property line.
[c] Any proposed fencing shall be part of a coordinated plan for the entire site
and consistent with §330-109.
[d] Gatehouse or driveway entrance gates shall not be permitted.
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[e] Utilities and services.
[i] Water supply. The CPICEMPD development shall be served by public
water, designed in accordance with the specifications of the Hampton Bays
Water District. All necessary approvals shall be obtained from the
Hampton Bays Water District for water supply and fire protection. For the
purpose of fire protection, the Planning Board shall also solicit comments
and review from the Fire Marshal pursuant to §330-184C.
[ii] Sanitary Sewage. A NitrexTM Wastewater Treatment Facility, shall be
constructed on the Eastern Property to service the Canal property
Townhouses. All necessary approvals shall be obtained from the Suffolk
County Department of Health Services for sewage disposal.
[iii] Drainage. Stormwater drainage systems shall be designed so that all
potential runoff will be recharged on-site. The calculation of stormwater
retention and the design of the drainage system shall be subject to review
and approval of the Town Engineer.
[iv] Refuse storage and collection. Plans for the storage and collection of
refuse shall be subject to Planning Board approval. The outside storage of
refuse shall be in rodent proof containers conveniently located and
enclosed or otherwise screened from view. Regular trash collection shall
be required. The Planning Board may impose additional covenants to
ensure property maintenance and upkeep where necessary.
[v] Utilities and screening of appurtenances on building facades. All utilities,
including electric, telephone and cable television service shall be placed
underground. Utility meters and other appurtenances shall be screened
by landscaping or other approved method to soften appearance.
Condensing units and other mechanical systems shall likewise be
screened, to be determined by the Planning Board.
[f] Common space. In order to provide focal points for community recreation and
interaction that adds to the overall quality of life for residents, common open
space areas shall be integrated purposefully into the overall design and not be
residual areas left over after buildings and parking lots are sited, including an
on-site community recreational area, pool and deck area.
[g] Private outdoor space. Each individual dwelling unit shall be provided with a
private outdoor space in the form of a patio, terrace, garden, courtyard, deck
or balcony, which space shall be immediately adjoining and directly accessible
to the dwelling unit which it serves. To avoid the possibility of disparate
building materials that may affect the appearance of the overall development,
all private outdoor spaces shall be subject to review and approval by the
Planning Board as part of the site plan submission for the entire development.
[h] Pedestrian circulation. Pathways shall be utilized throughout the development
to connect all housing units to the common space areas and active and
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passive recreation areas. Pathways shall be sufficiently wide to accommodate
walkers, joggers and bicyclists and should be easily accessed from all housing
units. Park benches and suitable resting places along pedestrian pathways
and walking trails may be provided to encourage outdoor activity.
[i] Landscaping. The applicant shall be required to prepare and submit a
comprehensive landscape plan for review and approval by the Planning Board,
including, but not limited to, the following:
[i] Landscaping along North Shore Road, including but not limited to street
trees, ornamental shrubs and flowers.
[ii] A landscape planting area shall be provided next to all sidewalks through
the development and planted with deciduous street trees at a consistent
spacing (minimum: 22 feet on-center; maximum: 35 feet on-center).
[iii] A 25-foot wide natural buffer shall be created along the southern portion
of the Canal property waterfront, landward of the water’s edge.
[iv] Clearing limits and revegetation of cleared areas will be established based
on a Clearing Plan to be approved by the Planning Board with input by the
Town Conservation Board to meet the intention of retaining existing
vegetation on site to the maximum extent practicable with special
consideration to the existing natural vegetation at the boat basin berm
[j] Exterior lighting. Exterior lighting. A lighting plan shall be submitted for
review and approval as part of the overall plan submission for the
development in accordance with Article XXIX, Outdoor Lighting of the Town
Code.
[k] Parking.
[i] Pursuant to §330-94, the CPICEMPDD development shall use the parking
calculation of 2.5 spaces per dwelling unit including 19 land-banked
spaces plus 5 public spaces, and shall include a sufficient amount of
handicap-accessible spaces. The Planning Board shall require a
landbanked parking covenant pursuant to §330-100E.
[ii] Where provided, internal planting islands shall include trees and
appropriate groundcover to be located in or along the perimeter of the
parking lot.
[iii] Parking spaces shall in no case be considered an “extra” or an “upgrade”
for any dwelling unit in the development.
[l] Signage. All residential identification signage shall be consistent with Article
XXII (Signs) of the Town Code except where provided for herein. Only
warnings/placards as required by law shall be permitted for the Eastern
Property WWTF.
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[m] Life-safety requirements.
[i] In accordance with the recommendations of the Hampton Bays Fire
District, all attached dwelling units shall be equipped with fire sprinklers or
as required by the New York State Residential Building Code and the
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)standards, as applicable.
[ii] All basements, if any, shall have outside entrances;
[iii] Coordination with the Hampton Bays Fire District is required in the event
that a central alarm system is proposed for installation.
[iv]Common attics and basements or crawl spaces shall be prohibited with the
exception of the clubhouse to be located in a portion of the basement area
of one building.
[v] Fire hydrants shall be required in such number and location as determined
by the Planning Board during site plan review, after referral to the Fire
Marshal and fire district having jurisdiction.
(8) Conditions. As a requirement of the CPICEMPDD and with adoption of same, said district
shall at all times hereinafter be maintained and be subject to the requirements
established under the provisions herein. To that end, covenants and restrictions
approved by the Town Attorney’s office and recorded with the Suffolk County Clerk’s
office prior to the issuance of a building permit shall be filed on the subject parcel(s)
providing the following:
(a) Canoe Place Inn (Parcel 1):
[1] The permitting process for Canoe Place Inn and the Canal Townhomes will occur
simultaneously and construction will commence within 150 days of issuance of a
Building Permit.
[2] Roadway improvements at the intersection of Montauk Highway (CR 80) and
Newtown Road (CR 62) will occur in substantial conformance with the Canoe
Place Inn Concept Site Plan and as approved by the Suffolk County Department
of Public Works, shall be constructed by the owner prior to the issuance of a
certificate of occupancy for the Canoe Place Inn building.
[3] All outdoor events, including outdoor parties, weddings and other events, shall be
held only in the “outdoor tent area” as shown on the Canoe Place Inn conceptual
site plan and the final approved site plan for Canoe Place Inn.
[4] Outdoor musical events will be restricted to noon to 10:00 PM on Sundays
through Thursdays and noon to midnight on Fridays and Saturdays.
[5] Music sound from outdoor events shall not exceed the decibel levels provided in
Chapter 235 at or beyond the line of the property on which such noise is being
generated.
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[6] The Canoe Place Inn and cottages will not be demolished but will be constructed
pursuant to the approved site and building plans and will remain in perpetuity as
a functioning Inn upon completion of the work and at no time shall the Canoe
Place Inn be operated as a nightclub.
(b) Canal Townhouse & Eastern Property (Parcels 2 and 3):
[1] No dwelling unit shall be eligible for an accessory apartment permit as defined in
Town Code §§330-11.1 and 330-11.2.
[2] Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall comply with the
provisions of the Long Island Workforce Housing Act as follows:
[a] Prior to site plan approval, the number of workforce housing units required
shall be determined in accordance with Article 2 (Long Island Workforce
Housing) of the Town Code of the Town of Southampton.
[b] The timing for payment of a fee in lieu of units may be staggered or
otherwise connected to the phasing plan for the entire CIPDD project, as
determined by the Planning Board.
[3] Individual residents shall not alter or change exterior facades, construct additions
or any other type of appurtenance other than those approved by the Planning
Board through the site plan process.
[4] Failure to file these covenants prior to prior to signature of the approved site plan
in accordance herewith shall be deemed a violation of the conditions of this
zoning approval and may be grounds for the Town to initiate proceedings to
withhold the issuance of a building permit to the subject parcel(s) back to
its/their prior zoning classification after a public hearing.
[5] The Eastern Property shall have no associated development rights and be forever
limited to the construction of the Suffolk County Department of Health Servicesapproved NitrexTM System (or other alternative denitrification system that is
proven to treat nitrogen to an even higher standard than Nitrex TM) and associated
approved maintenance building, access road, fence, and retaining wall as well as
the public trail easement.
[6] A 30 ft. wide trail easement, the precise location on the Eastern Property to be
determined by the Planning Board with recommendation from the Trails Advisory
Board at the time of site plan review, shall be deeded to the Town of
Southampton for passive recreational pedestrian access and connectivity to the
Paumanok Path. Said trail easement shall not interfere with the Wastewater
Treatment Facility or future expansion area.
[7] The applicant shall agree to the construction and maintenance of a new public
access easement extending from North Shore Road over the Canal property to
include a five-car public parking area and access to a newly constructed
viewing/fishing platform. Public access to the existing floating dock for fishing
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and transient boaters shall also be provided (subject to necessary approvals, with
liability insurance and indemnification to be provided by the Town; noting that
the Town Board may seek to have the easement for the floating dock granted to
the Town Trustees for public access). The applicant shall also provide a
conditional passive public access easement agreement, approved in form and
substance by the Town Attorney, along the property’s frontage of the Shinnecock
Canal (i.e. extending from the southern property line adjoining Montauk Highway
right of way to the northern property line adjoining the MTA property). Said
easement shall only become effective at such time the Town secures the
adjoining public easement connections over the MTA and Suffolk County locks
property.
[8] Roadway improvements to the intersection of Montauk Highway (CR 80) and
North Shore Road (CR 39) in substantial conformance with the Canal Eastern
Property Concept Site Plan and as approved by the Suffolk County Department of
Public Works, shall be constructed by the owner prior to the issuance of a
certificate of occupancy for the last Townhouse building to be constructed.
[9] All covenants and restrictions required by the Town Board as conditions of
approval shall only be modified, waived, amended, repealed or terminated, by
the Town Board, after a public hearing and a Town Board approval by a majority
plus one.
[10] The applicant shall develop an acceptable monitoring program for the
Permeable Reactive Barrier (PRB) as part of site plan review and a covenant shall
be required by the Planning Board to ensure continued maintenance and viability.
[11] Any violation of the covenants and restrictions filed in connection with this PDD
shall also be deemed a violation of this chapter, and the Town Board may avail
itself of any and all remedies allowed by law. Further, as any violation shall be
deemed a Southampton Town Code Zoning violation under Chapter 330 this will
subject the applicant and property owners to any and all applicable fines and
remedies thereunder.
(c) Concurrent with the issuance of the initial building permit, the applicant shall remit a
one-time payment to the Town Board of the monetary sum of $300,000 to be used
for enhancement to the Shinnecock Canal Park and an agreement to provide design
services and conceptual drawings for said park improvements as offered.
(d) Concurrent with the issuance of the initial building permit, the applicant shall remit a
$50,000 contribution to a road restoration fund to the Town of Southampton to be
used exclusively for maintenance and improvements on private roads within the
Shinnecock Hills community surrounding the Eastern property.
(e) A comprehensive and unified pedestrian access and circulation plan shall be
submitted with the final site plan. The plan shall incorporate all public sidewalks,
streetscape improvements including trees and the internal pedestrian circulation for
the public viewing/fishing platform and floating dock as well as conceptual plan
related to the conditional passive access easement along the Canal.
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(f) No deciduous tree existing or established as part of the CPICEMPD shall be topped
during ordinary maintenance. For the purpose of this section, “topping” shall mean
the severe cutting back of limbs to stubs larger than three inches in diameter within
the tree’s crown to such a degree so as to remove the normal tree canopy and
disfigure the tree.
(g) Clearing limits and revegetation of cleared areas will be established based on a
Clearing Plan to be approved by the Planning Board with input by the Town
Conservation Board to meet the intention of retaining existing vegetation on site to
the maximum extent practicable with special consideration given to the existing
natural vegetation at the boat basin berm.
(h) With the exception of one-time signage that may be permitted during the initial
“grand opening” period for the Canoe Place Inn and during the sales period of the
townhomes, if any (the timeframes, location and specific nature of such “grand
opening” or promotional signage shall be reviewed and approved by the Planning
Board as part of the site plan submission); temporary signs, boards or banners for
advertisements, promotions, events, etc. of any kind that are affixed/attached to the
CPI building are prohibited. Applications for temporary ground signs shall be
consistent with §330-205.
(i) A phasing plan shall be submitted as part of the site plan application, reviewed and
approved by the Planning Board to ensure the concurrent and timely construction of
the townhouses and the CPI rehabilitation. In connection with the construction
drawings and methodology plan required in item (j) below, milestones shall be
identified for the CPI rehabilitation that the release of Certificates of Occupancy (CO)
for townhomes shall be based on (e.g. for every 25% completion of work for CPI, a
group of CO’s may be released). The Planning Board shall ensure that all work on the
Canoe Place Inn site is completed prior to the issuance of the last group of
townhouse CO’s.
(j) Construction drawings and plans for CPI shall be submitted to the Planning Board
that identifies the methodology for those elements of the existing historic building
that are worthy of preservation and how those elements are to be preserved during
the rehabilitation of the structure. In addition, for the elements that are in such poor
condition that they cannot be preserved, a procedure shall be identified for
determining new replacement materials with the intent of preserving as much of the
historic fabric of the building to the maximum extent practicable. Specifications shall
be prepared detailing the methodology for preserving specific elements identified as
well as stabilizing the existing building during the rehabilitation effort. Drawings shall
be annotated so that existing conditions can be compared with proposed conditions
in the field. A local architectural preservation consultant qualified by the Planning
Board shall be retained by the applicant to review said construction drawings and the
historic rehabilitation program prior to site plan approval as well as to be available
for consultation and regular reporting of progress to the Planning Board in connection
with this requirement and the phasing plan.
SECTION 4. Authority.
The Town Board is authorized to amend its zoning map and make local laws for Planned
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Development Districts pursuant to Article 16 of the State of New York Town Law.
SECTION 5. Effective Date.
This local law shall take effect upon the filing of this Local Law with the Secretary of State
pursuant to the Municipal Home Rule Law. Pursuant to §330-244J, this local law shall expire
36 months after the date of approval by the Town Board unless the appropriate Planning
Board approvals have been obtained and substantial construction has begun.
SECTION 6. Severability.
If any section or subsection, paragraph, clause, phrase of this law shall be judged invalid or
held unconstitutional by any court of competent jurisdiction, any judgment made thereby
shall not effect the validity of this law as a whole or any part thereof other than the part or
provision so adjudged to be invalid or unconstitutional.
NOTICE OF ADOPTION
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that, after public hearings were held by the Town Board of the Town
of Southampton on November 12, 2014, November 25, 2014, and December 9, 2014, the
Town Board adopted LOCAL LAW No. 1 of 2015 as follows:
A LOCAL LAW amending Article XXVI- Planned Development District of Chapter 330 of the
Town Code of the Town of Southampton to enact a new §330-248 V. that rezones seven
parcels of land on both the east and west sides of the Shinnecock Canal from Resort
Waterfront Business (RWB) and Motel Business (MTL) to Maritime Planned Development
District to facilitate the redevelopment of the Canoe Place Inn (CPI) site (SCTM No’s: 900207-5-3 & 4) to an inn/catering and restaurant use, as well as the neighboring Canal
Property, which consists of four parcels located directly east of the Shinnecock Canal and
north of Montauk Highway (SCTM No’s: 900-207-4-22.1, 23, 24 & 25) to a 37 unit
townhouse development, and an Eastern Parcel, which consists of a single parcel located
east of North Shore Road (CR 39), and north of Montauk Highway (SCTM No. 900-208-218.1) to provide an off-site wastewater treatment plant (NitrexTM system), in the Hamlet of
Hampton Bays.
Copies of the proposed local law, sponsored by Supervisor Anna Throne-Holst are on file in
the Town Clerk’s Office, Monday through Friday, from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
BY ORDER OF THE TOWN BOARD
TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, NEW YORK
SUNDY A. SCHERMEYER, TOWN CLERK

None

Financial Impact
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MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

Meeting of January 13, 2015

ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Anna Throne-Holst, Supervisor
Christine Preston Scalera, Councilwoman
Throne-Holst, Bender, Scalera, Fleming, Glinka
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APPENDIX C
SUPPLEMENTAL FINDINGS STATEMENT
CANOE PLACE INN (CPI), CANAL & EASTERN PROPERTIES MARITIME PLANNED DEVELOPMENT (MPDD)
APPLICATION

Town Board, 12/19/2017

State Environmental Quality Review Act
Supplemental Statement of Findings
CANOE PLACE INN (CPI), CANAL & EASTERN PROPERTIES
Maritime Planned Development (MPDD) Application
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS)
December 19, 2017
Pursuant to Article 8 of the New York State (NYS) Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) of the
New York State Environmental Conservation Law and Title 6 of the NYS Code of Rules and Regulations
(6 NYCRR) Part 617, the Town Board of the Town of Southampton makes the following supplemental
findings.
Name of Project:

Canoe Place Inn (CPI), Canal & Eastern Properties MPDD Application

SEQRA Classification:

Type I Action

Brief Description of Action:

The proposed action involves the installation of off-site public water
supply and fire flow improvements necessary to ensure that proper water
supply services can continue to be provided to the public.

Location:

The proposed action will be located at two sites, on Oakhurst Road,
between Bayberry Road and Cypress Lane, and Montauk Highway at
Peconic Road

SCTM No. of Project:

CPI Property (CPICEMPDD): 900-207-5-3 & 4
Canal Property (CPICEMPDD): 900-207-4-22.1, 23 & 24
Eastern Property (CPICEMPDD): 900-208-2-18.1

Lead Agency:

Town Board
Town of Southampton
116 Hampton Road
Southampton, New York 11968

Lead Agency Contact:

Town of Southampton
Department of Land Management
Long Range Planning
116 Hampton Road
Southampton, New York 11968
Contact: Kyle Collins, Town Planning/Development Administrator
(631) 702-1801

Date Final SEIS Filed:

December 6, 2017

Statement of Certification:
The Town Board of the Town of Southampton, as Lead Agency, has reviewed the Draft Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (hereinafter referred to as the Draft SEIS) and the Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (hereinafter referred to as the Final SEIS) and certifies that:


It has considered the relevant environmental impacts, facts and conclusions disclosed in these
documents;

CPI, Canal & Eastern Properties
Supplemental Findings Statement, December 19, 2017
MPDD Application







It has weighed and balanced the relevant environmental impacts with social, economic and other
considerations;
It has considered and addressed all public comments on the Draft SEIS;
The requirements of 6 NYCRR Part 617 have been met;
Consistent with social, economic and other essential considerations from among the reasonable
alternatives available, the action described below is one that avoids or minimizes adverse
environmental impacts to the maximum extent practicable.
Adverse environmental impacts will be avoided or minimized to the maximum extent practicable by
incorporating as conditions to the decision those mitigation measures that were identified as
practicable during the environmental review process.

Summary of the SEQRA Process for the SEIS:
 On July 25, 2017, the Town Board assumed Lead Agency status and adopted a Notice requiring the
preparation of a Draft SEIS (Resolution # 2017-719)
 On August 18, 2017, the applicant submitted the Draft SEIS to the Town Board.
 On September 26, 2017, the Town Board deemed the Draft SEIS as complete for public and agency
review and comment, and directed that a Notice of Complete Draft SEIS be forwarded to and
published by the NYS Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) Environmental
Notices Bulletin (October 4, 2017 issue).
 The Town Board accepted written public and agency comments on the Draft SEIS through November
3, 2017. The written public comments received during the comment period were responded to in the
Final SEIS.
 On December 6, 2017, the Final EIS was submitted to the Town Board; the Town Board accepted the
Final EIS as complete, and directed that a Notice of Complete Final SEIS be forwarded to and
published by the NYSDEC Environmental Notices Bulletin.

Context of Action:
The proposed project, known as “CPI, Canal & Eastern Properties Maritime Planned Development
District” was the subject of a Draft and Final EIS, as well as the subsequent Town Board Findings
Statement, per the New York State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) in mid-January 2015.
Finding #5 states as follows with respect to additional evaluation and SEQRA review of the proposed
project that may arise after adoption of the Findings Statement:
It is noted here that in conversations and correspondence with the Hampton Bays Water District
[HBWD] and their consultant, H2M that during peak demand periods, the existing water distribution
system of the HBWD may be taxed to meet the anticipated fire flow demand of the proposed Canal
Place development located on the east side of Shinnecock Canal. The proposed fire flow demand is
comprised of 1,000 gpm [gallons per minute] needed fire flow as per ISO [international Safety
Organization] requirements plus 350 gpm fire standpipe demand as provided by developer. Under this
combined demand of 1,350 gpm, portions of the distributed system will see residual pressure fall
below minimum requirements set forth by the New York State Health Department. In order to avoid
the occurrence of these lower pressures, one of two things must happen. First an additional supply of
water must be provided to the easterly portion of the canal to supplement the existing water main
crossing. This can be achieved by either providing an additional crossing of the canal, by upgrading
the existing interconnections maintained with the Suffolk County Water Authority [SCWA] to
automatic or by providing a source point east of the Canal. Secondly the fire flow demand must be
reduced. The ISO requirements cannot be reduced; therefore, any reduction in needed fire flow will
need to be to the fire sprinkler demand. The local law accounts for this and requires referral of the
site plan to the HBWD and their satisfaction that the option provided by the applicant to provide
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additional water supply (such as the upgrade of existing interconnections) will assure there is a
sufficient amount at the correct pressure for the worst-case scenario (i.e. the occurrence of a fire on a
hot summer day).
After completion of the SEQRA review process, the proposed project was the subject of a lawsuit brought
to the New York State Supreme Court by local residents opposed to the project, based on a number of
issues including the need for additional SEQRA review associated with the above water supply issue.
While the suit was ultimately decided in favor of the respondent Town Board, Justice Mark D. Cohen’s
decision directed that the above issue be addressed as a supplement to the EIS.

Description of Action:
The HBWD and SCWA had been discussing a solution to the question of water service and fire flow in
the area of the project site, wherein an existing interconnection between these two suppliers would be
improved, so that emergency needs of the HBWD would be addressed. This would obviate the need for
the HBWD to otherwise address this problem on its own. These discussions yielded a solution which
would be preferable to the options evaluated in the H2M report: to improve the existing interconnections
between the HBWD and SCWA and use water from the SCWA to assist the HBWD in addressing this
issue, as follows:
SCWA is willing to allow Hampton Bays Water District (HBWD) to upgrade the existing manual
interconnections for automatic operation for use as a back-up supply in an emergency. There is
adequate supply for this purpose in the SCWA Southampton service area which feeds these
connections.
Based on our recent meeting the following is the preliminary scope and basic SCWA requirements.
There are two interconnections on the east side of HBWD’s service area to be upgraded. One is on
Oakhurst Road, and the other is at the intersection of Hillover Road East, Peconic Road, and Montauk
Highway. Both interconnections would be upgraded by HBWD with 6” or 8” automatic pressure
regulating valves (PRVs) which would open to supply HBWD at a pre-set pressure when needed.
Each valve will have a meter which SCWA will furnish. The meter will have an ERT for remote
meter reading via our AMR system. The valve/meter should be housed in a “DT-201” style vault large
enough to permit access to service them. The vault should be located out of the travel lane on the
shoulder of the ROW [right-of-way]. There should also be a bypass gate valve around the PRV/meter
to maintain the two-way manual interconnection we currently have. SCWA will maintain the PRB
and meter. HBWD and SCWA would coordinate setting/commissioning of the valves based on
HBWD requirements.
SCWA will read each meter monthly. There will be no minimum availability charge. Any water
consumed will be billed at our standard wholesale rate at the time.
As described by H2M, the Applicant will fund the work, H2M will prepare the utility improvement
application to permit the work, the Suffolk County Department of Health Services (SCDHS) and SCWA
shall review the application and be responsible for issuing the necessary approval, and the HBWD will
perform the work.
As all of the improvements associated with the proposed action will occur inside existing below ground
interconnection vaults (located in the rights-of-way along Montauk Highway and Oakhurst Road), no
clearing, grading or excavations will be needed.
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Relevant Project Impact Discussions and Findings:
Soils
All of the improvements of the proposed action will occur within the existing interconnection vaults, so
that no clearing, grading or excavations will be necessary.
Finding 1. As all of the improvements of the proposed action will occur within the existing
interconnection vaults, no clearing, grading or excavations will be necessary for the proposed action.
Therefore, no significant adverse impact on soil resources is expected.

Topography
As no disturbance with respect to soil resources will occur for the proposed action, there will be no
impacts to any topographical characteristics or resources.
Finding 2. No disturbance with respect to soil resources will occur for the proposed action. Therefore,
no significant adverse impact on topographic resources is expected.

Water Service
The proposed action is designed, intended and expected to preclude an adverse impact to the HBWD from
a potential shortfall in public water supply for domestic use and fire flow. Such a situation would occur if
the district’s public water supply system in the area east of the Shinnecock Canal were to be overtaxed.
The proposed action will enable the HBWD system to be supplemented with water from the SCWA
system, which would enter the HBWD system through either or both of the interconnections, should this
be necessary.
Finding 3. The proposed action would not cause an adverse impact on the public water supply system,
but would be a beneficial impact on it, by expanding and enhancing the HBWD’s ability to provide
adequate emergency water supply in this area.

Construction-Related
It is acknowledged that construction-related impacts may occur as a result of the proposed action,
however, such impacts are mitigated to the maximum extent practicable as demonstrated in the DEIS and
FEIS.
As each of the two existing interconnection vaults are sites in the ROWs for Oakhurst Road and Montauk
Highway, no clearing, grading or excavation will be necessary to install the proposed improvements. All
work associated with the proposed action will take place within these vaults. As such, there will be no
impacts to any vegetation or soil material, and no impacts associated with the presence of earthmoving
equipment will occur, such as equipment movements, equipment operational noise, engine emission
odors, dust raised from excavations and truck loading, and increased risk on pedestrian safety. As no
earthwork is proposed, no provisions for erosion control, noise control or dust control are anticipated to
be necessary or implemented. The Applicant will fund the work, H2M will prepare the utility
improvement application to permit the work, the SCDHS and SCWA shall review the application and be
responsible for issuing the necessary approval, and the HBWD will perform the work.
It is expected that all construction-related activities will occur in close proximity to these vaults, which
are accessed through a single grade-level hatch. Trucks for delivery of parts and equipment will be
parked off the roadway adjacent to these hatches (worker vehicles would be parked farther away); it is not
expected that any lane closures will be necessary, though appropriate warning signs and/or traffic cones
may be placed along the roadways upstream of the work site, to enhance driver and worker safety and
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convenience. An estimate of the length of time that these installations will take is not presently known
with precision, though it is not expected to take more than 1 or possibly 2 days.
Because the duration and spatial extent of the construction process are limited, the potential impacts that
may be experienced by each site’s neighbors are likewise anticipated to be limited. It is expected that
construction activities will not occur outside weekday daytime hours (7 AM to 5 PM), and will conform
to applicable Town regulations regarding construction noise generation and hours.
Short-term construction impacts may cause some temporary inconvenience to local residents and/or
passing drivers, but implementation of proper site construction management techniques, as well as the
short-term nature of the work, will minimize these impacts.
Finding 4. The action is routine and relatively minor, is of short duration and will be completed
during daytime weekday hours. Proper construction management techniques will be observed and no
significant adverse impacts are expected due to construction.

Alternatives Considered:
For the Draft SEIS, the applicant reviewed several reasonable alternatives to the proposed project, which
included:




Alternative 1: No Action - assumes that the proposed action is not undertaken, so that each of the
two interconnection vaults remain in their existing use and conditions. This scenario also
assumes that the HBWD does not address the issue of potential shortfall in its ability to serve its
customers in the area east of the Shinnecock Canal with adequate water supply simultaneous with
emergency fire flow needs.
Alternative 2: Alternative Methodology - assumes that the HBWD utilizes an alternative method
to address its concerns regarding customer service and fire flow adequacy.

The analyses in the Draft SEIS for the Alternatives concluded as follows:




Alternative 1 - If the proposed action is not undertaken, the HBWD will continue to face the
potential shortfall in its ability to fulfill consumer demand for potable water simultaneously with
demand for water to fire fires, in the area east of the Shinnecock Canal. Such a situation is
clearly not acceptable to the HBWD, and is the prime factor in its effort to implement the
proposed action in the first place.
Alternative 2 - This alternative is based on the use of a different method to address the HBWD’s
concern regarding customer service needs and emergency fire flow demand in the area east of the
Shinnecock Canal, as evaluated by the HBWD’s engineering consultant, H2M. These alternative
methodologies included: an additional 12-inch water main crossing the Shinnecock Canal; a new
supply well east of the canal; the creation of a high-pressure zone on the east side of the canal, fed
from an inline booster pump; and a combination of an additional water main crossing the canal
together with a new well on the east side of the canal. The H2M analysis indicates that while
each of the scenarios analyzed would address the HBWD’s concerns, none of these scenarios is
clearly preferable to the others, based on cost and efficacy. Consequently, the HBWD undertook
to discuss this issue with the SCWA to see whether some arrangement could be made that would
better satisfy the HBWD’s concerns and be acceptable to the SCWA. Those discussions resulted
in a simpler, more straight-forward solution (based on cost, efficiency and construction
considerations), which is the proposed action. That is, there is no compelling reason to select any
of the other alternatives examined, as the HBWD’s engineering consultant found that the
proposed action was the most appropriate solution.
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Facts and Conclusions Relied on to Support the Decision:
The Draft SEIS and Final SEIS have fully disclosed all pertinent information in order to arrive at the
conclusions presented above.
Based upon the foregoing, having considered the relevant environmental impacts, facts and conclusions
disclosed in the Final SEIS having weighed and balanced relevant environmental impacts with social,
economic and other considerations; and having set forth the rationale for its decision in the foregoing
Supplemental Findings, the Lead Agency now certifies that the requirements of 6 NYCRR Part 617 have
been met and further certifies that, consistent with social, economic and other essential considerations,
from among the reasonable alternatives available, the proposed action avoids or minimizes adverse
environmental impacts to the maximum extent practicable.

Conditions
Installation of the water service interconnection as described and discussed in the Final SEIS shall be
completed as a Condition of these Supplemental Findings and considered a SEQRA Commitment that
must be completed for the proposed project to be considered in compliance.
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Southampton Town Director of Transportation and Traffic Safety
Southampton Town Landmarks and Historic Districts Board
Hampton Bays Fire District
Hampton Bays Water District
Hampton Bays Citizens Advisory Committee
Hampton Bays Ambulance
Hampton Bays Chamber of Commerce
Hampton Bays Historical Society
Hampton Bays Beautification Committee
Hampton Bays Civic Association
Shinnecock Canal Maritime Heritage Museum Committee
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APPENDIX D
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO MPDD LAW
Town Board, January 25, 2022

RESOLVED, that the Town Board of the Town of Southampton hereby directs that a public
hearing shall be held on January 25, 2022, at 6:00 p.m., via videoconference, to hear
any and all persons either for or against a proposed local law entitled, “A LOCAL LAW to
consider amending Town Code §330-248(V) entitled, “Canoe Place Inn, Canal and Eastern
Properties Maritime Planned Development District (CPICEMPDD),

Section (3) entitled,

“Permitted uses”, subsection (b), entitled “Canal Property (Parcel 2)” to add subsections
[8][a],[b] and [c]; amend Section (7), entitled, “Conditions” subsection (b)[7] with respect
to Parcel 2, to: providing more flexible accommodation options and enhance public access,
which provides as follows:
LOCAL LAW NO.

OF 2022

A LOCAL LAW to consider amending Town Code §330-248(V) (Canoe Place Inn, Canal and
Eastern Properties Maritime Planned Development District (CPICEMPDD), Section (3) entitled,
“Permitted uses”, subsection (b), entitled “Canal Property (Parcel 2)” to add subsections
[8][a],[b] and [c]; amend Section (7), entitled, “Conditions” subsection (b)[3] and [7] with
respect to Parcel 2, to: provide more flexible accommodation options and enhance and
expedite the construction of a pedestrian public accessway along the Shinnecock Canal.
BE IT ENACTED by the Town Board of the Town of Southampton as follows:
SECTION 1. Legislative Intent.
On January 13, 2015, by Local Law No. 1 of 2015, the Town Board approved the Canoe Place
Inn, Canal and Eastern Properties Maritime Planned Development District (“CPICEMPDD”) with
the express purpose to provide a unified development program to link the east and west sides
of the Shinnecock Canal. Specifically, the CPICEMPDD authorized: the renovation of the
historic CPI building for use as an inn with 20 units, a catering facility, a 70-seat restaurant
with a 20-seat bar area and 120-seat outdoor seating, the renovation of the five existing
cottages on the property for extended-stay non-residential guest units and the installation of
a permeable reactive barrier to treat nitrogen in groundwater; along with approval for 37
luxury

residential

townhouses

at

the

Canal

Property

with

a

1,900

square

foot

Clubhouse/amenity building, pool and private marina; and the Eastern Parcel to provide
Paumanok Trail connectivity and contain a community sewage treatment system via a state
of the art Nitrex system.

The Canoe Place Inn and Townhouses have received all required site plan and Health
Department approvals and have met all development milestones to date, with a projected
opening date of Spring 2022. Emerging from the Covid pandemic, economic realities and
development trends have caused the property owner to revisit the intent of the townhouse
development- namely instead of selling individual units to private owners, the applicant now
seeks to utilize the townhomes as part of the branding and resort tourism package of offerings
associated with the Canoe Place Inn. According to the proposal, the townhouse units would
be made available as luxury resort rentals through the Canoe Place Inn, with all associated
housekeeping and property maintenance occurring under one management and ownership
umbrella.
Additionally, in the context of an enhanced site experience and understanding the Town
Board’s desire to immediately realize the public access without being conditioned on outside
agencies, the section setting forth such conditions is being amended to reflect that the
developer has offered to fully construct the desired public access along the waterfront on the
eastern side of the canal to include the additional enhancement of access to a viewing platform
and sidewalks to safely get out to North Road and convey a perpetual pedestrian easement
agreement to the Town of Southampton. This enhancement will also serve to negate the
conditional ‘springing’ requirement that required the Town to secure easements from the
County of Suffolk and the MTA prior to effectuating.
In summary, in order to further and enhance the goals and purpose of the CPICEMPDD, the
amendments to this Local Law are sought to (1) provide for the ability to rent resort
accommodations on the Canal Property (“Boathouses”) under the management and operation
of the Canoe Place Inn; and (2) expand and enhance the public access easement, relieving
the Town the necessity of obtaining other superseding permissions prior to usage.
SECTION 2. Amendment.
Town Code §330-248(V) (Canoe Place Inn, Canal and Eastern Properties Maritime Planned
Development District) Section (3) entitled, “Permitted uses”, subsection (b), entitled “Canal
Property (Parcel 2)” to add subsections [8][a],[b] and [c] is hereby amended by adding the
additional underlined words as follows:

(3) Permitted uses. The following uses shall be permitted subject to site plan review and
approval by the Planning Board and compliance with all applicable laws, rules and regulations:
(a) Canoe Place Inn Property (Parcel 1):
[1] Catering facility, including outdoor event seating.
[2] Inn/motel units and five nonresidential resort cottage units for transient
stay as defined in § 330-5.
[3] Restaurant, cocktail lounge, including outdoor seating (outdoor seating
shall be included and comply with all occupancy standards).
[4] Customary accessory structures and uses incidental to the Canoe Place Inn,
including a gift shop, meeting and conference facilities, seasonal tents for
events (in specified and approved areas only), and spa facilities for guests, as
approved by the Planning Board.
[5] Parking areas.
[6] Fences, retaining walls, trellises, walkways, decks and patios as approved
by the Planning Board.
[7] Recreation: swimming pool for use by guests and employees.
(b) Canal Property (Parcel 2):
[1] Single-family attached townhouses.
[2] Accessory marina to townhomes to provide for the berthing of recreational
watercraft with no change to marina size or encroachment into the Shinnecock
Canal.
[3] Recreation: Indoor/outdoor recreation areas, swimming pool for use by
residents and their visitors.
[4] Pool/equipment enclosure.
[5] Parking areas, including parking associated with the viewing/fishing
platform and floating dock access.
[6] Community recreation building/interior space not to exceed size limitations
set forth in Subsection V(5)(b)[4] herein.
[7] Fences, retaining walls, trellis, walkways, decks and patios as approved by
the Planning Board.
[8] Motel, Resort: as defined in §330-5 to be used and operated only in
conjunction with the use and operation of the Canoe Place Inn:
[a] Individual Townhomes may be let or occupied for transient stay as a
single rental unit, subject to applicable occupancy restrictions of the
State building/uniform fire prevention code.

[b] Any townhome rented pursuant to this section shall be restricted to the
management, supervision and maintenance of the owners and operators
of the Canoe Place Inn or other subsequent Inn operator.

Private

individuals shall be prohibited from direct rentals and/or subletting of
any unit, unless otherwise managed by the Canoe Place Inn.
[c] All units and common areas shall be maintained by the owner or
operator of the Canoe Place Inn or other subsequent Inn operator, either
directly or under its supervision and shall include unit cleaning,
registration, security, and guest services.

SECTION 3. Amendment.
Town Code §330-248(V) entitled, “Canoe Place Inn, Canal and Eastern Properties Maritime
Section (7), entitled, “Conditions” subsection (b)[3] and [7] is hereby amended by adding the
additional underlined words and deleting those with a strikethrough.
(7) Conditions. As a requirement of the CPICEMPDD and with adoption of same, said district
shall at all times hereinafter be maintained and be subject to the requirements established
under the provisions herein. To that end, covenants and restrictions approved by the Town
Attorney's office and recorded with the Suffolk County Clerk's office prior to the issuance of a
building permit shall be filed on the subject parcel(s) providing the following:
(a) Canoe Place Inn (Parcel 1):
[1] The permitting process for Canoe Place Inn and the canal Townhomes will
occur simultaneously and construction will commence within 150 days of
issuance of a Building Permit.
[2] Roadway improvements at the intersection of Montauk Highway (CR 80)
and Newtown Road (CR 62) will occur in substantial conformance with the
Canoe Place Inn Concept Site Plan and, as approved by the Suffolk County
Department of Public Works, shall be constructed by the owner prior to the
issuance of a certificate of occupancy for the Canoe Place Inn building.
[3] All outdoor events, including outdoor parties, weddings and other events,
shall be held only in the outdoor tent area as shown on the Canoe Place Inn
conceptual site plan and the final approved site plan for Canoe Place Inn.

[4] Outdoor musical events will be restricted to 12:00 noon to 10:00 p.m. on
Sundays through Thursdays and 12:00 noon to 12:00 midnight on Fridays and
Saturdays.
[5] Music sound from outdoor events shall not exceed the decibel levels
provided in Chapter 235 at or beyond the line of the property on which such
noise is being generated.
[6] The Canoe Place Inn and cottages will not be demolished but will be
constructed pursuant to the approved site and building plans and will remain in
perpetuity as a functioning inn upon completion of the work, and at no time
shall the Canoe Place Inn be operated as a nightclub.
(b) Canal Townhouse and Eastern Property (Parcels 2 and 3):
[1] No dwelling unit shall be eligible for an accessory apartment permit as
defined in Town Code §§ 330-11.1 and 330-11.2.
[2] Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall comply with
the provisions of the Long Island Workforce Housing Act as follows:
[a] Prior to site plan approval, the number of workforce housing units
required shall be determined in accordance with Article 2 (Long Island
Workforce Housing), of Chapter 330 of the Town Code of the Town of
Southampton.
[b] The timing for payment of a fee in lieu of units may be staggered or
otherwise connected to the phasing plan for the entire CIPDD project,
as determined by the Planning Board.
[3] Any differential in annual taxes from Townhouse Use to Resort Motel on
Parcel 2 will be paid annually by the property owner as a community benefit
and put into a PILOT fund for allocation by the Town Board.
[3] Individual residents shall not alter or change exterior facades, construct additions
or any other type of appurtenance other than those approved by the Planning Board
through the site plan process.
[4] Failure to file these covenants prior to prior to signature of the approved site plan
in accordance herewith shall be deemed a violation of the conditions of this zoning
approval and may be grounds for the Town to initiate proceedings to withhold the
issuance of a building permit to the subject parcel(s) back to its/their prior zoning
classification after a public hearing.
[5] The Eastern Property shall have no associated development rights and be forever
limited to the construction of the Suffolk County Department of Health Services-

approved Nitrex™ System (or other alternative denitrification system that is proven to
treat nitrogen to an even higher standard than Nitrex™) and associated approved
maintenance building, access road, fence, and retaining wall as well as the public trail
easement.
[6] A trail easement 30 feet wide, the precise location on the Eastern Property to be
determined by the Planning Board with recommendation from the Trails Advisory
Board at the time of site plan review, shall be deeded to the Town of Southampton for
passive recreational pedestrian access and connectivity to the Paumanok Path. Said
trail easement shall not interfere with the Wastewater Treatment Facility or future
expansion area.
[7] The applicant shall agree to undertake and complete the full construction and
perpetual maintenance of a new public access easement extending from North Shore
Road over the Canal Property and along the Shinnecock Canal as depicted on the
“Easement Plan” prepared by Araiys Design dated 9/20/18 and last revised
12/07/2021 to include a five-car public parking area and access to a newly constructed
viewing/fishing platform. Public access to the existing floating dock for fishing and
transient boaters shall also be provided (subject to necessary approvals, with liability
insurance and indemnification to be provided by the Town, noting that the Town Board
may seek to have the easement for the floating dock granted to the Town Trustees for
public access). The applicant shall also provide a conditional passive fully executed
public access easement agreement, approved in form and substance by the Town
Attorney, along the property's frontage on the Shinnecock Canal (i.e., extending from
the southern property line adjoining Montauk Highway right-of-way to the northern
property line adjoining the MTA property and also including the viewing platform and
sidewalks as shown on the plans prepared by Araiys Design dated 9/20/18 and last
revised 12/07/2021). Said easement shall only become effective at such time as the
Town secures the adjoining public easement connections over the MTA and Suffolk
County locks property.
Roadway improvements to the intersection of Montauk Highway (CR 80) and North
Shore Road (CR 39), in substantial conformance with the canal Eastern Property
Concept Site Plan and as approved by the Suffolk County Department of Public Works,
shall be constructed by the owner prior to the issuance of a certificate of occupancy
for the last townhouse building to be constructed.

[9] All covenants and restrictions required by the Town Board as conditions of approval
shall only be modified, waived, amended, repealed or terminated by the Town Board,
after a public hearing and a Town Board approval by a majority plus one.
[10] The applicant shall develop an acceptable monitoring program for the permeable
reactive barrier (PRB) as part of site plan review, and a covenant shall be required by
the Planning Board to ensure continued maintenance and viability.
[11] Any violation of the covenants and restrictions filed in connection with this PDD
shall also be deemed a violation of this chapter, and the Town Board may avail itself
of any and all remedies allowed by law. Further, as any violation shall be deemed a
Southampton Town Code Zoning violation under Chapter 330, this will subject the
applicant and property owners to any and all applicable fines and remedies thereunder.

SECTION 5. Authority.
This local law is adopted pursuant to Municipal Home Rule Law §§10(1)(ii)(a)(11), (12), and
(14).
SECTION 6. Severability.
If any section or subsection, paragraph, clause, phrase or provision of this law shall be
adjudged invalid or held unconstitutional by any court of competent jurisdiction, any judgment
made thereby shall not affect the validity of this law as a whole or any part thereof other than
the part or provision so adjudged invalid or unconstitutional.
SECTION 7. Effective Date.
This local law shall take effect immediately upon filing with the Secretary of State pursuant
to Municipal Home Rule Law.
AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Town Board of the Town of Southampton hereby
directs the Town Clerk to forward a copy of this proposed local law to the Southampton Town
Planning Board, as well as the Suffolk County Planning Commission pursuant to General
Municipal Law §239-m, for their review and recommendations; and be it further

RESOLVED, that the Town Clerk is hereby directed to publish and post the following Notice of
Public Hearing:
Notice of Public Hearing
TAKE NOTICE, that the Town Board of the Town of Southampton hereby directs that a public
hearing shall be held on January 25, 2022, at 6:00 p.m., via videoconference, to hear
any and all persons either for or against a proposed local law entitled, “A LOCAL LAW to
consider amending Town Code §330-248(V) (Canoe Place Inn, Canal and Eastern Properties
Maritime Planned Development District (CPICEMPDD), Section (3) entitled, “Permitted Uses”,
subsection (b), entitled “Canal Property (Parcel 2)” to add subsections [8][a],[b] and [c];
amend Section (7), entitled, “Conditions” subsection (b)[7] with respect to Parcel 2, to:
provide more flexible resort accommodation options, and enhance public access; and please
take
FURTHER NOTICE, that due to public health and safety concerns related to COVID-19, the
Southampton Town Board will not be meeting in-person. In accordance with the Governor’s
Executive Order No. 202.1 and its related extensions, the Town Board meeting will be held
via videoconferencing, and a transcript will be provided at a later date. The public will have
an opportunity to see and hear the meeting live, and to provide comments.
The public can watch the live meeting online from the Town of Southampton website on the
Town Clerk’s Meeting Portal, via YouTube, or through the Zoom App.

If any interested

members of the public would like to provide comments on the public hearing, comments can
be called in during the meeting via telephone or the Zoom App.

Comments can also be

emailed up until one hour before the start of the meeting to the Town Clerk at
townclerk@southamptontownny.gov

<mailto:townclerk@southamptontownny.gov>.

In

addition, the record will remain open after the public hearing for the submission of written
comments.
Please continue to check the Town Clerk’s website and Meeting Portal as the hearing date
approaches for further instructions on how to access the virtual meeting, and for any updated
information.

Summary of Proposed Law
These amendments seek to provide, with respect to Parcel 2, more flexible accommodation
options, address lessened parking needs and enhance public access, by providing for: (1) the
ability to rent resort accommodations on Parcel 2 in connection with the use of the Canoe
Place Inn; and (2) expand and enhance the public access easement, relieving the Town the
necessity of obtaining other superseding permissions prior usage; respectively.
Copies of the proposed law, sponsored by Supervisor Schneiderman, are on file in the Town
Clerk’s Office, Monday through Friday, from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
BY ORDER OF THE TOWN BOARD
TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, NEW YORK
SUNDY A. SCHERMEYER, TOWN CLERK
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APPENDIX E
LETTER FROM TOWN SOLE ASSESSOR TO
APPLICANT
LISA R. GOREE, December 9, 2021

TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON
LISA R. GOREE
SOLE ASSESSOR

Assessor’s Office
116 HAMPTON ROAD
SOUTHAMPTON, NY 11968

MAUREEN BERGLIN
DEPUTY TOWN ASSESSOR

Phone: (631) 283-6020
Fax: (631) 287-4509

JAY SCHNEIDERMAN
TOWN SUPERVISOR

December 9, 2021
Mr. Gregg Rechler, Managing Partner
Rechler Equity Partners
85 South Service Rd.
Plainview, NY 11803
Re: Boathouse Townhouses / Hotel Tax Impact
S.C.T.M. #473689-207-4-24.1 - 24.37

Dear Mr. Rechler:

As per your request, the estimated assessment/tax implications for changing the
Boathouse Townhouses residential use to Hotel Resort use is listed below. Please note,
that in order to provide you with the most adequate assessment methodology, several
methods of appraising hotels was considered. It was determined that the rent per number
of bedrooms be used in this instance as shown in item #1 under the Income Capitalization
Approach. Local hotel rates were applied in my analysis and adjusted accordingly based
on the location and amenities.
As a means to support the assessment based on the number of rooms, I also valued the
property using the rents on a per unit basis as shown in item #2. As you can see, this
resulted in similar valuations. Rents used for this approach consisted of rental listings in
the local area of 2 & 3 bedrooms homes and cottages consisting of similar type amenities.

-

For each of these valuation approaches, a vacancy rate for both peak and non peak
seasons of 15% and 65% respectively were applied. A 70% expense rate was also used
in both approaches.
Also included in this tax impact is the proposed market value of the 37 unit Townhouses.

Income Capitalization Approach
1. Rents based on the # of rooms:
101 rooms @ $450 per night peak and $250 non-peak season
Total Assessed Value: $18,514,895
Estimated Annual Tax: $291,568

!

2. Rents based on the # of units:
10/ 2 BDRM @ $1,000 per night peak season

I
1

10/ 2 BDRM @ $ 300 per night non-peak season
27/ 3 BDRM @ $1,200 per night peak season
27/ 3 BDRM @ $ 500 per night non peak season
Total Assessed Value: $15 ,166,895
Estimated Annual Tax: $238,845

-

Market Value Approach
1. Based on individual market value of 37 Townhouses:
Total Assessed Value: $48,276,000
Estimated Annual Tax: $760,240
I hope that I have addressed your inquiry. Please do not hesitate to contact me with any
questions you may have regarding this matter.

Sincerely,

TQuJU

Lisa R. Goree, Sole Assessor
Town of Southampton

!

!
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APPENDIX F
TRIP GENERATION WORKSHEETS
ITE
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APPENDIX G
AUTHORIZE THE SUPERVISOR, AS COMMISSIONER
OF THE HAMPTON BAYS WATER DISTRICT
TO EXECUTE A FIRE FLOW WATER SUPPLY AGREEMENT WITH CANAL PROPERTIES, LLC, AS IT RELATES
TO THE CPICEMPDD

Town Board Resolution 2018-155, February 13, 2018
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APPENDIX H
ESTABLISH ESCROW ACCOUNT
AS IT RELATES TO THE LOW PRESSURE FIRE FLOW WATER SUPPLY AGREEMENT IN FURTHERANCE OF
THE CANOE PLACE INN, CANAL AND EASTERN PROPERTIES MARITIME PDD

Town Board Resolution 2019-1091, November 12, 2019

Southampton Town Board
116 Hampton Road
Southampton, NY 11968

ADOPTED
TOWN BOARD RESOLUTION 2019-1091

Meeting: 11/12/19 01:00 PM
Department: Town Attorney
Category: Miscellaneous
Prepared By: Kathleen Murray
Initiator: James Burke
Sponsors: Supervisor Jay Schneiderman
DOC ID: 32858

Establish Escrow Account as it Relates to the Low Pressure
Fire Flow Water Supply Agreement in Furtherance of the
Canoe Place Inn, Canal, and Eastern Properties Maritime
PDD
WHEREAS, by Local Law No. 1 of 2015, adopted on January 13, 2015, the Town Board of
the Town of Southampton approved the Canoe Place Inn, Canal and Eastern Properties
Maritime PDD (“CPICEMPDD”), now codified as Town Code §330-248(V); and
WHEREAS, thereafter, pursuant to a Supplemental Findings Statement adopted on
December 21, 2017, by Resolution No. 1162 of 2017, it was determined that additional fire
flow was needed during times of peak usage for the development and the existing uses
based upon Insurance Safety Office (ISO) minimum standards; and
WHEREAS, in order to address this issue the Town Board, in its capacity as the
Commissioners of the Hampton Bays Water District (“HBWD”), and pursuant to Resolution
No. 155 of 2018, adopted February 13, 2018, agreed to improve the existing connections
between the HBWD and the Suffolk County Water Authority (“SCWA”); and
WHEREAS, that solution was memorialized in the Low Pressure Fire Flow Water Supply
Agreement dated February 22, 2018, between the HBWD and the developer, Canal
Properties, LLC (the “Developer”); and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the terms of said agreement, the SCWA and the HBWD agreed to
upgrade the existing interconnections on the east side of the HBWD service area, with the
Developer paying for the cost of said work; and
WHEREAS, the Developer has submitted checks to the Town for the cost of said work, and
an escrow account must be established to receive said checks and authorize the expenditure
of these funds specifically for the proposed upgrade work; now therefore be it
RESOLVED, that the Town Board of the Town of Southampton hereby authorizes the Town
Comptroller’s Office to establish an escrow account devoted to the work to be done
pursuant to the Low Pressure Fire Flow Water Supply Agreement; and be it further
RESOLVED, that upon establishment of said escrow account, the Town Comptroller is hereby
authorized to deposit three checks delivered by the Developer to the HBWD, totaling
$151,150.00, in furtherance of said Agreement and the work to be done; and be it further
RESOLVED, that the Town Comptroller is hereby authorized to take any and all action
necessary to execute the above.
None; see resolution text.

Financial Impact

Updated: 11/4/2019 6:15 PM by Kathleen Murray

Page 1

Town Board Resolution 2019-1091

RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

Meeting of November 12, 2019

ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Jay Schneiderman, Supervisor
Julie Lofstad, Councilwoman
Schneiderman, Lofstad, Scalera, Bouvier, Schiavoni

Updated: 11/4/2019 6:15 PM by Kathleen Murray
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